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INTRODUCTION 

This case arises out of the New York County District Attorney’s attempt to subpoena 

from Twitter more than three months of information about the communications, locations, and 

movements of Malcolm Harris, an avid Twitter user who is being prosecuted for disorderly 

conduct in connection with an Occupy Wall Street protest.  The D.A.’s subpoena seeks “[a]ny 

and all user information” and “all tweets,” which encompasses not only the content of Harris’s 

tweets, but his personal email address and the date, time, and Internet Protocol address 

corresponding to each time Harris logged in to his Twitter account over the three-and-a-half 

month period, regardless of whether he posted any tweets during those times or whether any of 

his tweets were related to the D.A.’s pending prosecution.  The D.A.’s attempt to obtain all of 

this information through a subpoena, without first obtaining a warrant, violates Harris’s First and 

Fourth Amendment rights, as well as his corresponding rights under the New York Constitution. 

The lower court’s denial of the motions of Twitter and Harris to quash the subpoena 

failed to recognize the First Amendment interests implicated by the overbroad subpoena or the 

Fourth Amendment interests implicated by the demand for the non-public location and 

movement information that can be derived from Harris’s Internet Protocol addresses.  Indeed, 

despite the fact that the subpoena directly targets Harris’s speech on Twitter, the court’s decision 

does not address any of the First Amendment issues raised by the subpoena.  Equally troubling, 

the court held that Harris—and by implication, the hundreds of thousands of other Twitter users 

residing in New York—does not even have standing to challenge the subpoena because it is 

issued to a third party, Twitter, not to Harris.  That holding is at odds with numerous decisions 

from the United States Supreme Court and lower courts around the country that make clear that 

individuals whose First Amendment rights are implicated by government requests for 
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information to third parties have standing to bring motions to quash those third-party requests 

before their information is disclosed, even if their constitutional challenges are ultimately not 

successful on the merits.  A rule that individuals lose all constitutional protection in information 

disclosed to third parties would have a devastating effect on free speech and privacy rights, 

particularly in the digital age where many intimate details of our lives—our thoughts, our 

movements, our communications, our shopping and browsing habits—are stored by third-party 

Internet service providers. 

Amici Curiae the American Civil Liberties Union, the New York Civil Liberties Union, 

the Electronic Frontier Foundation, and Public Citizen (collectively, “Amici”) respectfully submit 

this memorandum to bring these standing cases to the Court’s attention and to urge the Court to 

ensure that detailed information concerning individuals’ Internet communications and their 

locations and movements over time cannot be obtained by the government without first obtaining 

a warrant and satisfying First and Fourth Amendment scrutiny.  

STATEMENT OF INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE 

The American Civil Liberties Union (the “ACLU”) is a nationwide, nonprofit, 

nonpartisan organization with over 500,000 members, dedicated to the principles of liberty and 

equality embodied in the Constitution and our nation’s civil rights laws.  The New York Civil 

Liberties Union is the ACLU’s New York affiliate.  Founded in 1920, the ACLU has vigorously 

defended free speech and privacy rights for over ninety years in state and federal courts, in New 

York and across the country, to protect the constitutional guarantees afforded to free expression 

and privacy by the U.S. Constitution and the New York Constitution.  The ACLU has also been 

at the forefront of efforts to ensure that the Internet remains a free and open forum for the 
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exchange of information and ideas and to ensure that the right to privacy remains robust in the 

face of new technologies. 

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (“EFF”) is a non-profit, member-supported 

organization based in San Francisco, California, that works to protect free speech and privacy 

rights in an age of increasingly sophisticated technology.  As part of that mission, EFF has 

served as counsel or amicus curiae in many cases addressing civil liberties issues raised 

by emerging technologies.  See United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945 (2012); City of Ontario v. 

Quon, 130 S. Ct. 2619 (2010); United States v. Warshak, 631 F.3d 266 (6th Cir. 2010); In re 

Application of U.S. for an Order Directing a Provider of Elec. Commc’n Serv. to Disclose 

Records to Gov’t, 620 F.3d 304 (3d Cir. 2010). 

 Public Citizen, Inc., is a public interest organization based in Washington, D.C.  It has 

more than 300,000 members and supporters.  Since its founding in 1971, Public Citizen has 

encouraged public participation in civic affairs, and has brought and defended numerous cases 

involving the First Amendment rights of citizens who participate in civic affairs and public 

debates.  See generally http://www.citizen.org/litigation/briefs/internet.htm.  In particular, over 

the past twelve years, Public Citizen has represented Doe defendants or Internet forum hosts or 

appeared as amicus curiae in cases in which subpoenas have sought to identify hundreds of 

authors of anonymous Internet messages.  

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

A. Twitter. 

Twitter is an Internet service that permits individuals to express their thoughts, views, 

and opinions with other people around the world, on any subject, in messages of 140 characters 

or less.  Twitter is one of the fastest growing forms of communication in the world, with over 
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500 million reported registered users as of July 2012, including individuals, corporations, 

governmental entities, and elected officials.1  By some estimates it is the ninth largest website in 

the world.2  It has become a ubiquitous medium for disseminating the news, organizing protests, 

opining on current affairs, or simply uttering one’s thoughts of the moment.  Twitter has been an 

especially vital form of communication for individuals who either do not have means of access 

to more traditional media or who live in repressive societies where freedom of speech is not 

protected, most recently in Syria, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia.3 

 To publish material on Twitter, an individual needs to sign up for a Twitter account.  

Once that account is opened, a subscriber can publish messages using the account (“tweets”), 

sign up to receive others’ tweets (those one is “following”), and have others follow his or her 

tweets (one’s “followers”).  By default, tweets are publicly available.  Twitter users have the 

ability later to delete tweets that they previously posted.  Tweets also become no longer visible to 

the public once a certain number of tweets have been made from an account.  

In addition to the contents of a tweet, the time and date of each tweet also appears 

publicly.  The location from where the tweet was made, however, is not publicly available by 

default.  In addition to public tweets, Twitter users may also use Twitter to communicate 

privately with other Twitter users via Twitter’s “Direct Messages” feature, which is the 

functional equivalent of a private email message service.  All information regarding direct 

                                                 
1 Twitter Reaches 500 Million User Mark, Washington Post, July 30, 2012, 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/technology/twitter-reaches-500-million-active-users-140-million-in-the-
us/2012/07/30/gJQAVdIMLX_story.html?Post+generic=%3Ftid%3Dsm_twitter_washingtonpost. 
2 Top 500 Global Sites, Alexa, http://www.alexa.com/topsites (last visited Aug. 22, 2012); see also Aaron Smith and 
Joanna Brenner, Twitter Use 2012, Pew Internet & American Life Project (May 2012), 
http://pewinternet.org/Reports/2012/Twitter-Use-2012.aspx (15% of adult Internet users use Twitter, as of February 
2012).  
4  Neil MacFarquhar, Social Media Help Keep the Door Open to Sustained Dissent Inside Saudi Arabia,  N.Y. 
Times, June 15, 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/16/world/middleeast/16saudi.html. 
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messages, including their content, their sender and recipient, and their time and date, is not 

publicly available. 

A Twitter user’s account will contain additional information that is not public, such as 

“log session” information—e.g., the date, time, and duration of each session in which a user is 

logged into Twitter—and the Internet Protocol (“IP”) addresses for the computer or device used 

to access Twitter.  An IP address is a unique numerical address that identifies individual 

computers or other devices as they interact over the Internet, allowing information to be 

transmitted from one to the other.  IP addresses can be used to determine the geographic location 

of a computer and, thus, its user, when they are connected to the Internet on a specific date and 

time.  As the Second Circuit has explained: 

The Internet is comprised of numerous interconnected communications and 
computer networks connecting a wide range of end-users to each other.  Every 
end-user’s computer that is connected to the Internet is assigned a unique Internet 
Protocol number (“IP address”), such as 123.456.78.90, that identifies its location 
(i.e., a particular computer-to-network connection) and serves as the routing 
address for email, pictures, requests to view a web page, and other data sent 
across the Internet from other end-users. 
 

Register.com, Inc. v. Verio, Inc., 356 F.3d 393, 409 (2d Cir. 2004) (citation omitted); see also 

Sony Music Entm’t Inc. v. Does 1-40, 326 F. Supp. 2d 556, 567 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (detailing that 

IP addresses can be matched with publicly available databases to “indicate the ‘likely’ locations 

of the residences or other venues where defendants used their Internet-connected computers”).4   

An IP address is also particularly sensitive information because, to the extent an IP 

address alone does not reveal physical location, once law enforcement learns a user’s IP address, 

it can easily serve one more subpoena to the Internet Service Provider (“ISP”) that has assigned 

that IP address to a particular subscriber to obtain the user’s true identity, home or business 

                                                 
4 The accuracy of IP address geolocation can depend on many factors, including how an ISP has set up its network 
of servers and whether an Internet user utilizes any tools that allow Internet users to obfuscate their IP addresses. 
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address, telephone number(s), credit card information, and other sensitive and private 

information.  

B. The D.A.’s Subpoena To Twitter. 

This matter arises out of the New York County District Attorney’s (the “D.A.”) 

prosecution of Malcolm Harris, one of the hundreds of individuals accused of committing 

disorderly conduct by being on the Brooklyn Bridge during an Occupy Wall Street-related 

protest in October 2011.  In connection with that case, on January 26, 2012, the D.A. issued a 

broadly worded trial subpoena to Twitter (the “Twitter Subpoena”) seeking “[a]ny and all user 

information, including email address, as well as any and all tweets posted for the period of 

9/15/2011-12/31/2011,” for the account associated with @destructuremal, which was Harris’s 

account.  Ex. A.5  That request covers not only the subscriber information that Harris submitted 

when he registered for Twitter, including his personal email address, but also the content of all of 

his tweets, the date, time, and the IP address that corresponds to each time he used Twitter over 

the three-and-a-half month period, and the duration of each of Harris’s Twitter sessions, 

regardless of whether he posted any tweets during those log-in sessions and regardless of 

whether any of his tweets were related to the issues involved in the pending prosecution.  The 

plain terms of the Twitter Subpoena—“[a]ny and all user information”—also appear to 

encompass information concerning Harris’s use of Twitter’s direct message feature.  Some of the 

information demanded, like IP addresses, email addresses, and direct message information, was 

never publicly available; other information, like the content of Harris’s tweets from the requested 

period, was once publicly available via Twitter, but no longer was at the time of the subpoena. 

                                                 
5 A copy of the Twitter Subpoena is attached hereto as Exhibit A.   
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C. Procedural Background. 

The D.A. did not notify Harris of the issuance of the Twitter Subpoena.  In fact, without 

any authority, the D.A. “directed” Twitter not to inform Harris of the existence of the trial 

subpoena.  Ex. A.  Harris learned of the Subpoena only because Twitter notified him of it 

following discussions with the D.A., pursuant to Twitter’s policy of informing its customers of 

such subpoenas unless it is legally restricted from doing so. 

Upon receiving notice, Harris filed a motion to quash the Twitter Subpoena on February 

6, 2012.  The D.A. filed a brief in opposition, alleging that it needed the requested information to 

refute Harris’s anticipated trial defense that the police either led or escorted him onto the non-

pedestrian part of the Brooklyn Bridge.  More specifically, the D.A. asserted that the requested 

information would establish that Harris is the owner of the @destructuremal Twitter account and 

that he posted tweets from that account contradicting his anticipated defense on the day of the 

incident.  Aff. in Supp. of People’s Resp. to Def.’s Mot. to Quash, at ¶¶ 9-11. 

On April 20, 2012, the lower court denied Harris’s motion, holding that he had no 

standing to challenge the Twitter Subpoena.  Decision and Order at 3-6, April 20, 2012 (“April 

20 Order”).  The court also proceeded to consider the validity of the Subpoena, concluding that it 

complied with the Stored Communications Act (the “SCA”), id. at 8-10, and sua sponte issuing 

an order pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) requiring Twitter to provide the information requested 

in the Twitter Subpoena within twenty days of receiving notice of the Order, id. at 12. 

Harris filed a motion to reargue on April 30, 2012.  On May 7, 2012, prior to its 

compliance deadline, Twitter separately filed its own motion to quash the new § 2703(d) order 

issued by the lower court.  Amici subsequently filed an amicus brief with the court. 
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The lower court issued its decision denying Twitter’s motion on June 30, 2012.  In its 

decision, the court upheld its earlier decision that Harris did not have standing to challenge the 

Subpoena.  As before, the court premised this ruling on its belief that Harris did not have a 

“proprietary interest” in the information requested from Twitter.  Decision and Order at 6, June 

30, 2012 (“June 30 Order”).  The court also concluded that Harris had no standing because he 

did not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in his Twitter activities.  Id. at 6-7.  The court 

did not address the First Amendment issues raised by the Subpoena or its April 20 Order or, as 

explained below, their impact on the standing analysis. 

On the merits, the lower court again held that the disclosure demand did not violate the 

Fourth Amendment, the Stored Communications Act, or any provision of New York law.  With 

respect to the Fourth Amendment, the court concluded that there was no violation because (1) 

there is no physical intrusion onto Harris’s property and (2) Harris does not have a reasonable 

expectation of privacy in his tweets that were “intentionally broadcast to the world.”  Id. at 7.  

The court’s analysis did not address whether there is an expectation of privacy concerning the 

non-public subscriber information requested by the Subpoena.  As with its standing analysis, the 

court did not address whether the Subpoena or its April 20 Order violate Harris’s First 

Amendment rights. 

Twitter timely appealed the court’s decision to this Court.    

ARGUMENT 
 
I. HARRIS HAS STANDING TO MOVE TO QUASH THE THIRD-PARTY 

SUBPOENA BECAUSE IT IMPLICATES HIS CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS. 
 

The lower court held that Harris did not have standing to challenge the Twitter Subpoena 

on the ground that individuals have no privacy interest in information possessed by third parties 

(in this case, Twitter).  April 20 Order at 4-6; June 30 Order at 5-7.  That conclusion is at odds 
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with case law from the United States Supreme Court and numerous lower courts holding that 

individuals whose constitutional rights are implicated by third-party subpoenas have standing to 

challenge their validity.  Because Harris’s First Amendment rights are implicated by the Twitter 

Subpoena, he has standing to challenge it, even if this Court ultimately holds that Harris should 

not prevail on the merits of those claims.6 

A. Twitter Users Have Standing To Challenge Third-Party Disclosure Requests 
That Implicate Their Constitutional Rights. 

 
“In essence the question of standing is whether the litigant is entitled to have the court 

decide the merits of the dispute or of particular issues.”  Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 498 

(1975).  That question “in no way depends on the merits of the plaintiff’s contention that 

particular conduct is illegal.”  Id. at 500 (emphasis added).  In other words, as long as a threshold 

showing is made that one’s First Amendment rights are in jeopardy, an individual has standing to 

seek to protect those rights, regardless of the merits of those claims.  Because Harris’s First 

Amendment rights are implicated by the Twitter Subpoena, see infra at 14-22, he has standing to 

challenge its validity, even if the Court subsequently determines on the merits that his rights 

were not violated in these particular circumstances.   

The United States Supreme Court has repeatedly held that individuals whose 

constitutional rights are implicated by a government subpoena to a third party have standing to 

challenge the request to attempt to protect their constitutional rights before disclosure of the 

requested information.  See, e.g., Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S. 606, 608-09 (1972) (Senator 

Gravel allowed to intervene to file motion to quash grand jury subpoena issued to third party to 

                                                 
6 This section focuses on Harris’s standing to challenge the subpoena on First Amendment grounds.  In the Fourth 
Amendment context, the separate issues of standing and the merits are more closely related.  Rakas v. Illinois, 439 
U.S. 128, 139-40 (1978); People v. Laws, 623 N.Y.S.2d 216, 218 (App. 1st Dep’t. 1995) (stating that the Rakas rule 
applies under the New York Constitution).  As a result, rather than separately address Harris’s standing to bring a 
Fourth Amendment challenge to the Subpoena, amici address this issue in the context of discussing the merits of 
Harris’s Fourth Amendment objections.  See infra at 27-36. 
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protect his rights under the Speech and Debate Clause); Pollard v. Roberts, 283 F. Supp. 248, 

258-59 (E.D. Ark. 1968) (three-judge court), aff’d per curiam, 393 U.S. 14 (1968) (considering 

targets’ challenge to subpoenas directed at third-party bank, and enjoining subpoenas because 

enforcement would violate targets’ First Amendment rights);7 Perlman v. United States, 247 U.S. 

7, 12-13 (1918) (permitting individual to raise constitutional objections to disclosure of 

documents in the possession of a third party, and to appeal denial of motion immediately).  As 

the Court explained in Eastland v. U.S. Servicemen’s Fund, 421 U.S. 491 (1975), if individuals 

about whom information was being sought from a third party were not permitted to bring such an 

action, their constitutional rights could permanently be frustrated because they could not count 

on the third party-recipient to stand up for their rights.  Id. at 501 n.14 (holding that the lower 

court properly entertained the plaintiffs’ challenge of a congressional subpoena issued to their 

third-party bank); see also id. at 514 (Marshall, J., concurring) (emphasizing that before 

disclosure, the target must be given a forum to “assert its constitutional objections to the 

subpoena, since a neutral third party could not be expected to resist the subpoena by placing 

itself in contempt”). 

Courts around the country have followed suit, holding that individuals whose 

constitutional rights are implicated by subpoenas to third parties have standing to challenge 

them, even if the individuals do not presently have a possessory interest in the information 

sought.8  That is true even if, as in Eastland, the Court ultimately rejects the constitutional 

challenge on the merits.  Id. at 507.   

                                                 
7 A per curiam affirmance of a three-judge trial court decision by the Supreme Court is a judgment on the merits, 
preventing “lower courts from coming to opposite conclusions on the precise issues presented and necessarily 
decided by those actions.”  See, e.g., Mandel v. Bradley, 432 U.S. 173, 176 (1977) (per curiam). 
8 See, e.g., Local 1814, Int’l Longshoremen’s Ass’n, AFL-CIO v. Waterfront Comm’n of N.Y. Harbor, 667 F.2d 267, 
271 (2d Cir. 1981) (permitting a labor union and its political action committee to challenge a subpoena for a third 
party’s business records); In re Grand Jury Subpoena Dated Dec. 17, 1996, 148 F.3d 487, 490 (5th Cir. 1998) 
(“[T]he Government contends that the Moczygembas lacked standing to challenge the grand jury subpoena because 
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In reaching its initial decision on standing, the lower court relied heavily on Twitter’s 

Terms of Service and its Privacy Policy.  April 20 Order at 3, 5.  The Terms of Service and the 

Privacy Policy, like the similar ones of many other Internet companies, do not, however, alter the 

First Amendment standing analysis here.  Indeed, in In re Grand Jury Subpoena No. 11116275, 

846 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 2012), a federal court recently permitted a Twitter user to bring a 

motion challenging a grand jury subpoena issued to Twitter for his subscriber information.  Id. at 

7.  Another federal court reached the same conclusion with respect to a Google/Gmail user, 

rejecting the government’s argument that the Gmail user had no standing to challenge a 

subpoena to Google for the user’s subscriber information because the user had voluntarily 

provided that information to Google.   Doe v. SEC, No. C 11-80209 CRB, 2011 WL 5600513, at 

*3 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 17, 2011).  Amazon.com customers have similarly been permitted to 

challenge government demands to Amazon for their account information.  Amazon.com L.L.C. v. 

Lay, 758 F. Supp. 2d 1154 (W.D. Wash. 2010).9  

That the information is in the physical possession of Twitter, a third party, similarly does 

not eliminate Harris’s right to challenge the Twitter Subpoena.  See, e.g., In re Grand Jury 

Subpoena Dated Dec. 17, 1996, 148 F.3d at 490 (rejecting a virtually identical argument that the 

movants lacked standing because they no longer had “a possessory interest in the documents 

                                                                                                                                                             
the subpoena was not directed at them, nor did they have a possessory interest in the documents requested.  This 
contention is without merit.  A third party has standing to challenge a grand jury subpoena where the third party has 
a claim of privilege respecting information or materials sought by the subpoena.”); In re Grand Jury, 111 F.3d 1066, 
1073 (3d Cir. 1997) (“The Supreme Court and this court have on several occasions allowed third parties to move to 
quash grand jury subpoenas directed to others. . . .  It is well-established that a litigant may have sufficiently 
important, legally-cognizable interests in the materials or testimony sought by a grand jury subpoena issued to 
another person to give the litigant standing to challenge the validity of that subpoena.”) (listing and discussing 
cases); Brock v. Local 375, Plumbers Int’l Union of Am., 860 F.2d 346, 349 (9th Cir. 1988) (same); In re Grand 
Jury Proceeding, 842 F.2d 1229, 1234 (11th Cir. 1988) (same); Grandbouche v. United States (In re First Nat’l 
Bank), 701 F.2d 115, 117-19 (10th Cir. 1983) (same); Velsicol Chem. Corp. v. Parsons, 561 F.2d 671, 674 (7th Cir. 
1977) (same). 
9 Twitter users also retain a property interest in their tweets pursuant to Twitter’s terms of service, which is an 
independent basis for sustaining Harris’s standing to challenge the Subpoena.  Memorandum in Support of Twitter’s 
Motion to Quash at 4.  
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requested”); Doe v. SEC, 2011 WL 5600513, at *3 (same); Doe v. Ashcroft, 334 F. Supp. 2d 471, 

508-09 (S.D.N.Y. 2004), vacated and rev’d on other grounds, Doe v. Gonzales, 449 F.3d 415 

(2d Cir. 2006).  Indeed, in United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 (1976), the Supreme Court 

expressly recognized that First Amendment claims may be implicated by the summons of 

records held by a third-party bank, even if the Fourth Amendment is not implicated.  Id. at 444 

n.6.  “This is so because the constitutionally protected right, freedom to associate freely and 

anonymously, will be chilled equally whether the associational information is compelled from 

the organization itself or from third parties.”  In re First Nat’l Bank, 701 F.2d at 118 (rejecting 

the government’s assertion that the Supreme Court’s decision in Miller forecloses petitioners 

from having standing to challenge a third-party request); see also Local 1814, 667 F.2d at 271 

(same).   

Were it otherwise, Internet users would never have standing to defend their constitutional 

right to associate or to engage in anonymous speech on the Internet, because users must provide 

their information to others—e.g., to ISPs—to access the Internet.  As Judge Marrero, a federal 

district judge in the Southern District of New York, explained:   

[T]he implications of the Government’s position [that disclosure to third parties 
eliminates the right to anonymity] are profound.  Anonymous internet speakers 
could be unmasked merely by an administrative, civil, or trial subpoena, or by any 
state or local disclosure regulation directed at their ISP, and the Government 
would not have to provide any heightened justification for revealing the speaker.  
The same would be true for attempts to compile membership lists by seeking the 
computerized records of an organization which uses a third-party electronic 
communications provider.  Considering, as is undisputed here, the importance of 
the internet as a forum for speech and association, the Court rejects the invitation 
to permit the rights of internet anonymity and association to be placed at such 
grave risk. 
 

Doe v. Ashcroft, 334 F. Supp. 2d at 509.  
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Indeed, state and federal courts around the country, including courts in New York, have 

consistently permitted Internet users to bring motions to quash third-party subpoenas issued to 

their third-party ISPs to protect their First Amendment rights, even though the users knowingly 

provided the requested information to their ISPs.  See, e.g., Pub. Relations Soc’y of Am., Inc. v. 

Rd. Runner High Speed Online, 799 N.Y.S.2d 847 [Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 2005] (adjudicating 

motion to quash subpoena by anonymous Internet user whose identifying information was being 

sought from ISP); Cohen v. Google, Inc., 887 N.Y.S.2d 424 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 2009) (same); 

Greenbaum v. Google, Inc., 845 N.Y.S.2d 695, 698 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 2007) (same); Arista 

Records, LLC v. Doe 3, 604 F.3d 110 (2d Cir. 2010) (same).  

  One of the principal rationales behind Eastland and all of these other cases is that the 

individuals whose constitutional rights are implicated by third-party subpoenas must be given an 

opportunity to challenge them immediately, because the third parties do not have the necessary 

incentives to do so.  Eastland, 421 U.S. at 501 n.14; id. at 514 (Marshall, J., concurring) (stating 

that the target must be given a forum to “assert its constitutional objections to the subpoena, 

since a neutral third party could not be expected to resist the subpoena by placing itself in 

contempt”); see also In re Shapiro v. Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A., 84 Misc. 2d 938, 943 (Sup. 

Ct. N.Y. County 1975)  (“Banks cannot be expected to resist a subpoena by placing themselves 

in contempt, and compliance by the third-party bank clearly would frustrate any judicial 

determination of the issue.”).  The same concern exists here. 

Although Twitter has filed its own motion in this case, that does not mean that it (or other 

companies) will do so in other cases.  Indeed, its lower court brief makes clear that one of the 

reasons why Twitter weighed in here is because of the potential consequences for Twitter of the 

lower court’s holding that the thousands of Twitter users in New York do not have standing to 
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challenge any governmental requests for information about them.  Memorandum in Support of 

Twitter’s Motion to Quash at 5.  The reality is that Twitter, like other companies, will not—and 

cannot—challenge every government request directed at one of its millions of users, who pay 

Twitter no money and have no relationship with Twitter other than that they use its services.  Cf. 

Greenbaum, 845 N.Y.S.2d at 698 (permitting intervention by user to challenge subpoena to 

Google because, inter alia, “Google leaves it to those people to come in and protect their own 

interests.” (citation and internal quotation marks omitted)).10 

Because Twitter and similar entities do not have the incentives to challenge these 

government requests, Internet users—the individuals whose constitutional rights are at stake—

are precisely the people who must have standing to defend those rights in court.  See, e.g., 

Singleton v. Wulff, 428 U.S. 106, 113–14 (1976) (holding that individuals whose personal rights 

are at stake “usually will be the best proponents of their own rights”); In re Grand Jury, 111 F.3d 

1066, 1072 (3d Cir. 1997) (“Because it is Doe 1 and Doe 2 whose privacy has been violated and 

would again be violated by compliance with the [grand jury] subpoena . . . it is the intervenors 

and not the witness herself who are best suited to assert the Title III claim.”).  Although the 

information requested may be in Twitter’s possession, the First Amendment interests at stake 

belong primarily to Harris, and Harris’s rights are best raised by Harris, not by Twitter.11 

B. The Twitter Subpoena Implicates Harris’s First Amendment Rights. 
 
Because, contrary to the lower court’s belief, individuals can have standing to challenge 

third-party subpoenas, whether Harris has standing here turns on whether his constitutional rights 

                                                 
10 Twitter has standing to raise the constitutional rights of its users, like Harris, if it chooses to do so.  See, e.g., In re 
Verizon Internet Servs., Inc., 257 F. Supp. 2d 244, 257-58 (D.D.C. 2003), rev’d on other grounds, RIAA v. Verizon 
Internet Servs., Inc., 351 F.3d 1229 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (holding that Verizon had standing to raise the rights of its ISP 
customers in challenge to subpoena it received); McVicker v. King, 266 F.R.D. 92, 95-96 (W.D. Pa. 2010) (same for 
newspaper seeking to defend rights of individuals posting comments on its website). 
11 Twitter may also enjoy a First Amendment interest as a platform for speech, but the primary First Amendment 
interest at issue here is the individual Twitter user’s First Amendment rights. 
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are implicated by the Twitter Subpoena.  Harris need not demonstrate that he can prevail on the 

merits of his claims for his rights to be implicated; he must simply make a threshold showing 

that those rights are in jeopardy.  Warth, 422 U.S. at 500.  Harris meets this standard.12     

At its most elementary level, the First Amendment prohibits government from taking 

actions that burden speech except in extraordinary circumstances.  Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. 

F.C.C., 512 U.S. 622, 641-42 (1994).  More specifically, courts have recognized that government 

demands for information concerning expressive activities inherently burden speech and therefore 

implicate the First Amendment and its New York equivalent, Article I, Section 8.  See, e.g., 

Gibson v. Fla. Legislative Investigation Comm., 372 U.S. 539, 558 (1963) (“It is particularly 

important that the exercise of the power of compulsory process be carefully circumscribed when 

the investigative process tends to impinge upon such highly sensitive areas as freedom of speech 

or press, freedom of political accociation [sic], and freedom of communication of ideas.” 

(citation and internal quotation marks omitted)); United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41, 46 (1953) 

(holding that a subpoena to a bookseller implicated the First Amendment); People ex rel. Arcara 

v. Cloud Books, Inc., 68 N.Y.2d 553, 558 (1986) (stating that under the New York Constitution, 

“[t]he crucial factor in determining whether State action affects freedom of expression is the 

impact of the action on the protected activity and not the nature of the activity which prompted 

the government to act”).   

The Twitter Subpoena seeks “[a]ny and all user information” about Harris’s use of 

Twitter over a three-and-a-half month period, including the political views and personal opinions 

that Harris expressed in his tweets and the location of where he was at those times.  That type of 

prolonged, wholesale surveillance into speech activities implicates the First Amendment because 

                                                 
12 The merits of Harris’s First Amendment and Fourth Amendment claims are separately discussed below.  See infra 
at 23-36. 
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“[a]wareness that the Government may be watching chills associational and expressive 

freedoms.”  United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 956 (2012) (Sotomayor, J., concurring); see 

also People v. Collier, 376 N.Y.S.2d 954, 979 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 1975) (“We cannot live in 

a free society where we have a sense of being observed by government watchers.  Unwarranted 

police surveillance will destroy our capacity to tolerate—and even encourage—dissent and 

nonconformity; it promotes a climate of fear; it intimidates, demoralizes and frightens the 

community into silence.”).  If people know that the government will be monitoring their speech 

and creating dossiers on their past, present, and future communications such that they will be 

held accountable for everything that they say, people will be less inclined to speak or read as 

freely.  That is especially the case with respect to “casual,” spontaneous speech, because 

individuals would likely refrain from publicly making such statements or flipping through 

random books or websites as often if they thought that the government might later obtain that 

information and hold it against them. 

That the content of Harris’s tweets was once publicly available does not mean that there 

are no First Amendment issues raised by the Subpoena.   The First Amendment protects both 

public and non-public speech.  Indeed, the whole point of the First Amendment is to protect 

speech made in public that others—namely, the majority—might not like and might not want 

others to hear.  Newspapers, for example, are indisputably protected by the First Amendment, 

despite their “public” nature.  Likewise, in McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm’n, 514 U.S. 334 

(1995), the United States Supreme Court made clear that the plaintiff retained her right to refuse 

to disclose her identity even though she was engaging in her anonymous speech in public, in full 

view of everyone who could see her and identify her.   
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The precise scenario at issue here—a demand for disclosure of information about 

already-published speech—is unusual.  But that is only because there is usually no need to 

subpoena information that is publicly available; here, there is such a need because Harris’s once-

public tweets are no longer publicly available.  That does not, however, mean that the First 

Amendment is not triggered.  Indeed, in a factually similar context, the D.C. Circuit held that the 

government’s attempt to force disclosure of already-published content that was once publicly 

available not only implicated, but violated, the First Amendment because of its impact on the 

targeted speech.  Comty.-Serv. Broad. of Mid-Am., Inc. v. FCC, 593 F.2d 1102, 1122 (D.C. Cir. 

1978).  In that case, the D.C. Circuit invalidated an F.C.C. requirement that government-funded, 

non-commercial radio stations tape-record all broadcast public affairs programs and later make 

the recordings available to F.C.C. Commissioners, holding that the requirement was 

unconstitutional because it was likely to chill free expression and served no legitimate 

government interest.  In other words, just because an individual’s speech activities were once 

publicly viewable does not mean that there is no First Amendment protection for them. 

The government surveillance at issue here is especially concerning because, in addition to 

demanding the content of Harris’s once-publicly available tweets, the Twitter Subpoena also 

requests information that was never publicly accessible, such as the IP addresses associated with 

Harris’s use of Twitter and the date and time for each log-in session.  As explained above, IP 

addresses correlate to a user’s specific geographic location.  Register.com, 356 F.3d at 409; Sony 

Music, 326 F. Supp. 2d at 567.  The linking of Harris’s locations with the content of his 

messages makes the Twitter Subpoena particularly invasive from a First Amendment perspective 

because information about Harris’s location may provide meaning to some of his tweets that 

might not otherwise be apparent to the public.  “The [Supreme] Court has recognized that 
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location of speech, like other aspects of presentation, can affect the meaning of communication 

and merit First Amendment protection for that reason.”   Galvin v. Hay, 374 F.3d 739, 750 (9th 

Cir. 2004) (citing City of Ladue v. Gilleo, 512 U.S. 43 (1994)).  For example, a message such as 

“I like the government here” both derives meaning from and conveys meaning about the 

speaker’s location; it would mean one thing if tweeted from Peoria and quite another if tweeted 

from Pyongyang.  Likewise, tweeting “Everybody must get stoned” might mean one thing if 

tweeted from Woodstock on the night of a Bob Dylan concert, but something far different if 

tweeted from Kandahar on a day in which numerous citizens are stoned to death for committing 

moral offenses.  Similarly, “Take the bridge” might mean one thing if tweeted from lower 

Manhattan on October 1, 2011, and a far different thing if tweeted from near the Golden Gate 

Bridge on September 11, 2001.  Indeed, that is precisely why the D.A. wants to obtain the 

content of Harris’s tweets; where people are when they say certain things matters.  See City of 

Ladue v. Gilleo, 512 U.S. 43, 56 (1994) (“Displaying a sign from one’s own residence often 

carries a message quite distinct from placing the same sign someplace else, or conveying the 

same text or picture by other means.”); Santa Monica Food Not Bombs v. City of Santa Monica, 

450 F.3d 1022, 1047-48 (9th Cir. 2006) (“[A] location itself may be significant to the content of 

the message.”).  Connecting Harris’s locations and movements to his specific messages may, 

thus, provide the D.A. with nuanced insight not just into Harris’s daily life, but his expressive 

activities as well. 

On their own, some of these details about Harris’s communications might not seem 

terribly invasive.  From a First Amendment perspective, however, even small infringements 

require compelling justification because “[f]reedoms such as these are protected not only against 

heavy-handed frontal attack, but also from being stifled by more subtle governmental 
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interference.”  Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169, 183 (1972); Bantam Books, Inc. v. Sullivan, 372 

U.S. 58, 66 (1963) (“It is characteristic of the freedoms of expression in general that they are 

vulnerable to gravely damaging yet barely visible encroachments.”). 

Moreover, given the amount of time covered by the Subpoena—three-and-a-half 

months—the accumulation of all of these discrete details and data points from such a long period 

of time could enable the D.A. to piece together a comprehensive portrait of Harris’s expressive 

activities and habits, directly implicating his First Amendment rights.  Cf. Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 

955 (Sotomayor, J. concurring) (stating that GPS monitoring “generates a precise, 

comprehensive record of a person’s public movements that reflects a wealth of detail about her 

familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations”); People v. Weaver, 12 

N.Y.3d 433, 442 [2009] (holding that GPS monitoring reveals “a highly detailed profile, not 

simply of where we go, but by easy inference, of our associations . . . and of the pattern of our 

professional and avocational pursuits”).13  Indeed, whereas government monitoring of a single 

public speech activity might not necessarily trigger First Amendment protections, the 

government’s ability to amass and maintain a comprehensive database of one’s digital speech 

activities over a three-and-a-half month period implicates far more serious constitutional 

concerns, especially, where, as here, technological advances have made it so easy and relatively 

cost-free for government to do so.  Cf. Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 956 (Sotomayor, J., concurring) 

(“[T]he Government's unrestrained power to assemble data that reveal private aspects of identity 

is susceptible to abuse.  The net result is that GPS monitoring—by making available at a 

relatively low cost such a substantial quantum of intimate information about any person whom 

                                                 
13 That is especially true for an active Twitter user like Harris.  Because Harris published so many tweets each day, 
and because it is likely that he logged on to Twitter far more often than just when he published his own tweets—e.g., 
to view others’ tweets—the information the D.A. is demanding will provide a highly detailed, comprehensive index 
of Harris’s daily communications activities, his locations, and his movements over a prolonged period of time—108 
days—regardless of whether they have any connection to the pending disorderly conduct action. 
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the Government, in its unfettered discretion, chooses to track—may ‘alter the relationship 

between citizen and government in a way that is inimical to democratic society.’” (internal 

citation omitted)); Weaver, 12 N.Y.3d at 441 (“That such a surrogate technological deployment 

is not—particularly when placed at the unsupervised discretion of agents of the state ‘engaged in 

the often competitive enterprise of ferreting out crime’—compatible with any reasonable notion 

of personal privacy or ordered liberty would appear to us obvious.” (internal citation omitted)). 

If individuals knew that the government could combine what they have been saying for 

the past three-and-a-half months with where they were when they said those things, what time of 

day they read certain websites or communicated with their friends, how long they read certain 

websites and took to write messages, and whether communications were made via a mobile 

phone, laptop, or personal computer (and therefore whether the individuals were more likely to 

say certain things from work, from their home, or from coffee shops), the certain result would be 

that individuals would be chilled from engaging in those communications as freely.  As a result, 

the D.A. cannot simply subpoena this information without first satisfying constitutional scrutiny.  

See, e.g., Lamont v. Postmaster Gen., 381 U.S. 301, 307 (1965) (holding that the forced 

disclosure of reading habits “is at war with the ‘uninhibited, robust, and wide-open’ debate and 

discussion that are contemplated by the First Amendment”) (quoting N.Y. Times Co. v. Sullivan, 

376 U.S. 254, 270 (1964)); Collier, 376 N.Y.S.2d at 984 (explaining that even small 

infringements of constitutional rights cannot be permitted). 

That is especially true given the nature of the speech at issue—Internet speech.  Although 

the prevalence of the Internet and its accompanying technological advances, such as Twitter, 

provide invaluable tools for creating and disseminating information, the unprecedented potential 

for Internet companies to store vast amounts of personal information for an indefinite time—and 
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for the government to obtain that information—poses a new threat to free speech and the right to 

personal privacy.  See Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 956 (Sotomayor, J., concurring).  The ease with which 

information is spread over the Internet exacerbates the chilling effect that would likely be felt—

rationally or otherwise—from broad government surveillance of speech, particularly on such a 

high-profile and politically charged matter as the Occupy Wall Street protests.  As one court 

explained in considering a grand jury subpoena to Amazon.com:  

[I]f word were to spread over the Net—and it would—that [the 
government] had demanded and received Amazon’s list of customers and 
their personal purchases, the chilling effect on expressive e-commerce 
would frost keyboards across America.  Fiery rhetoric quickly would 
follow and the nuances of the subpoena (as actually written and served) 
would be lost as the cyberdebate roiled itself to a furious boil.  One might 
ask whether this court should concern itself with blogger outrage 
disproportionate to the government’s actual demand of Amazon.  The 
logical answer is yes, it should:  well-founded or not, rumors of an 
Orwellian federal criminal investigation into the reading habits of 
Amazon’s customers could frighten countless potential customers into 
canceling planned online book purchases, now and perhaps forever.  

In re Grand Jury Subpoena to Amazon.com Dated Aug. 7, 2006, 246 F.R.D. 570, 573 (W.D. 

Wis. 2007).  Thus, even if the Court believes that individuals should not be chilled by the actual 

language of the Twitter Subpoena or because it concerns already-public communications, 

countless individuals likely will be chilled by the government’s demand for information about 

individuals’ Internet communications.   

Moreover, although the D.A. has now disclaimed any intent to seek information 

concerning Harris’s use of Twitter’s direct messaging feature, the plain terms of the Twitter 

Subpoena—“[a]ny and all user information”—appear to encompass that information as well.  

Because the D.A. has not conceded that the wording of the Twitter Subpoena is improper in any 

manner and because it has not agreed that it will never ask for the full scope of the originally-

demanded information, the Subpoena’s validity turns on its plain language, not on what the D.A. 
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now claims it intended the Subpoena to cover.  See, e.g., Amazon.com, L.L.C. v. Lay, 758 F. 

Supp. 2d 1154, 1169 & n.2 (W.D. Wash. 2010) (rejecting the government’s argument that a 

document demand should be read to cover only what the government says it intended, instead of 

the plain language of the demand).  Direct messages, like emails or letters, are private and are 

intended to be seen only by the individuals communicating with each other via direct messages.  

The content of those direct messages is indisputably constitutionally protected.  Disclosure of 

Harris’s direct messages would also reveal the date, time, and IP address of every individual with 

whom Harris either sent or received a direct message, providing a detailed dossier on Harris’s 

friends and associates, as well as on him.  Information concerning Harris’s use of direct 

messages, thus, directly implicates Harris’s First Amendment interests.  

Finally, as discussed below, one of the D.A.’s rationales for demanding the requested 

non-public subscriber information is to ascertain whether Harris was actually the individual who 

posted the tweets in question.  To the extent the identity of the poster of those tweets is unknown, 

the demand for this identifying information indisputably implicates the First Amendment right to 

engage in anonymous speech.  McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm’n, 514 U.S. 334, 357 (1995) 

(“[A]nonymous pamphleteering is not a pernicious, fraudulent practice, but an honorable 

tradition of advocacy and of dissent.”); Doe v. 2theMart.com, Inc., 140 F. Supp. 2d 1088, 1097 

(W.D. Wash. 2001) (“[T]he constitutional rights of Internet users, including the First 

Amendment right to speak anonymously, must be carefully safeguarded.”). 

The lower court did not even attempt to address any of these First Amendment issues.  

That was error.  Because Harris’s First Amendment rights are implicated by the Twitter 

Subpoena, he has standing to challenge it, regardless of whether he ultimately prevails on the 

merits of his First Amendment claims. 
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II. THE TWITTER SUBPOENA VIOLATES THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND 
ARTICLE I, SECTION 8 OF THE NEW YORK CONSTITUTION. 

 
Because the Twitter Subpoena and the lower court’s orders enforcing it implicate Harris’s 

First Amendment rights, the D.A. must show both an “overriding and compelling” government 

interest in obtaining the requested information and a substantial nexus between the information 

and that governmental interest to overcome constitutional scrutiny.  Gibson v. Fla. Legislative 

Investigation Comm., 372 U.S. 539, 546 (1963) (holding that a state legislative committee 

subpoena could not be enforced because “it is an essential prerequisite to the validity of an 

investigation which intrudes into the area of constitutionally protected rights of speech . . . that 

the State convincingly show a substantial relation between the information sought and a subject 

of overriding and compelling state interest”); Collier, 376 N.Y.S.2d at 984 (“When the police 

unilaterally decide that there is a need to gather data with respect to a person’s association with 

others engaged in lawful political, social or community activity, that agency of government 

should be prepared to show a substantial relationship between the information sought and some 

compelling government interest.”).  The D.A. has not made and cannot make this showing here. 

As the lower court noted in its April 20 Order, the D.A. claims that it needs this 

information (1) to establish that Harris is the owner of the @destructuremal account—i.e., that he 

is the individual who posted the tweets through that account—and (2) to demonstrate that “while 

on the Brooklyn Bridge the defendant may have posted Tweets that were inconsistent with his 

anticipated trial defense.”  April 20 Order at 11.  Because the D.A. cannot establish that it 

“actually needs the disputed information” to prove either of those points, the Twitter Subpoena 

cannot pass First Amendment scrutiny.  In re Grand Jury Subpoena to Amazon.com, 246 F.R.D. 

at 572. 
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First, as far as amici are aware, there is no dispute that the account in question is Harris’s 

Twitter account, and that he is the one who published the tweets on that account.  Nor is there 

any dispute that Harris was in New York and on the Brooklyn Bridge when he was arrested 

there.  Because Harris is not contesting these facts, the D.A. does not need to obtain any 

subscriber information from Twitter, including his IP addresses or the date, time, and duration of 

his many Twitter sessions, to prove these facts.  At most, all that the D.A. needs—and all that the 

D.A. should be permitted to obtain, if anything—is information sufficient to show that on the day 

in question, Harris was the one posting tweets through that account. 

Second, to the extent the D.A. wants access to Harris’s tweets from the day in question to 

establish contradictions with his anticipated trial version of what happened on that day, or to 

clarify “the contested issue of defendant’s state of mind at the time he chose to defy police orders 

and block the Brooklyn Bridge,” Aff. in Supp. of People’s Resp. to Def.’s Mot. to Reargue at 7, 

all the D.A. needs are those specific tweets.  The D.A. does not need any information about 

Harris’s locations and movements or his Twitter activities or tweets for any of the other 107 

days—or even tweets from the one day in question that had nothing to do with the Brooklyn 

Bridge incident—to establish any such contradictions or Harris’s “state of mind.”  Because the 

D.A. cannot establish a substantial nexus between the information requested and the D.A.’s 

alleged need for the information, the Twitter Subpoena cannot withstand First Amendment 

scrutiny.  See, e.g., Gibson, 372 U.S. at 546; Bursey v. United States, 466 F.2d 1059, 1083 (9th 

Cir. 1972); Lay, 758 F. Supp. 2d at 1169 & n.2 (invalidating disclosure demand to Amazon.com 

because the information requested about Amazon users was not necessary to accomplish North 

Carolina’s stated goals); Collier, 376 N.Y.S.2d at 984.14 

                                                 
14 There is also a serious question as to whether the D.A. can even establish that it has a compelling or overriding 
interest in obtaining the information.  Although the D.A. has not expressly articulated its government interest, the 
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For many of the same reasons, the Twitter Subpoena is also unconstitutional because it is 

overbroad and impermissibly sweeps in a vast swath of information about Harris’s expressive 

activities that the D.A. has no legitimate need to know.  Where, as here, the government seeks 

information that is protected by the First Amendment, it “must use a scalpel, not an ax.” Bursey, 

466 F.2d at 1088; see also Local 1814, 667 F.2d at 273 (holding that a third-party subpoena is 

invalid “when the end can be more narrowly achieved”) (quoting Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 

479, 488 (1960) (quotation marks omitted)). 

The Twitter Subpoena fails to “use a scalpel” because it broadly seeks “all tweets” and 

“[a]ny and all user information” for 108 days, even though the D.A. cannot claim that all—or 

even most—of Harris’s tweets have anything to do with the one-day Brooklyn Bridge incident or 

Harris’s state of mind at the time of the incident, and even though the D.A. has failed to 

articulate any reason for needing Harris’s IP addresses or log session information.  Moreover, the 

plain terms of the Subpoena call for the production of “[a]ny and all” information concerning 

Harris’s use of Twitter’s direct messaging feature, which even the D.A. now concedes it does not 

need.  Because the D.A. could have issued a much narrower subpoena to obtain the information 

it claims it needs, the Twitter Subpoena is unconstitutional.  See, e.g., In re Grand Jury 

Subpoena: Subpoena Duces Tecem, 829 F.2d 1291, 1302 (4th Cir. 1987) (quashing a subpoena 

requiring videotape distributers to produce copies of videos, and holding that the government 

must act “in the least intrusive manner possible, which means, at a minimum, by identifying the 

requested material in a way that allows the recipient of the subpoena to know immediately 

                                                                                                                                                             
D.A. presumably would assert that the information is relevant to the prosecution of Harris and that the prosecution 
of allegedly unlawful conduct is a compelling government interest.  Legitimate as that interest may be, not all 
legitimate government interests are “compelling” or “overriding” government interests, and there are serious 
questions as to whether obtaining additional evidence to bolster a prosecution for disorderly conduct—a “violation” 
that does not even rise to the level of a criminal misdemeanor—can constitute an “overriding and compelling” 
government interest that is sufficient to justify even a potential infringement of First Amendment rights.  The Court 
need not answer that question here. 
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whether an item is to be produced or not”); Lay, 758 F. Supp. 2d at 1169 (holding that the 

government’s demand to Amazon.com for “all information as to all sales” was unconstitutionally 

overbroad because the “requests are not the least restrictive means to obtain the information” 

needed). 

In its April 20 Order, the lower court suggested that any constitutional concerns would be 

“balanced and protected by the in camera review of the materials sought.”  April 20 Order at 11.  

Reiterating that belief, the court has now ordered Twitter to provide the requested information to 

the court, and stated that the court will then determine which of those materials are relevant and 

will be disclosed to the D.A.  June 30 Order, at 11.  Although in camera review may minimize 

some of the harm and may be appropriate in certain circumstances, it is not a cure for the Twitter 

Subpoena’s constitutional defects because even that review can implicate Harris’s First 

Amendment interests.  See N.Y. Times Co. v. Jascalevich, 439 U.S. 1331, 1335-36 (1978) 

(Marshall, J., in chambers) (holding that forced disclosure even for in camera review purposes 

can inhibit First Amendment rights); Bradosky v Volkswagen of Am., Inc., No. M8-85 (SWK), 

1988 WL 5433, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 15, 1988) (stating that an in camera inspection “in and of 

itself impacts on the First Amendment rights” of the entity seeking to prevent disclosure).  

Critically, even if an in camera review were deemed appropriate, the lower court should release 

information to the D.A. only if the D.A. has first met its constitutional burden with respect to that 

specific information, not just if the court deems the information to be “relevant” to this case.  

Ashcroft v. ACLU, 542 U.S. 656, 660 (2004) (“the Government bear[s] the burden” of showing 

the constitutionality of content-based regulations of speech).  Because the D.A. has not met that 

burden here, in camera review is not a cure for the Subpoena’s constitutional infirmities.    
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III. THE TWITTER SUBPOENA VIOLATES THE FOURTH AMENDMENT AND 
ARTICLE I, SECTION 12 OF THE NEW YORK CONSTITUTION. 
 
The Twitter Subpoena also implicates Harris’s fundamental rights under the Fourth 

Amendment and Article I, Section 12 of the New York Constitution.  Absent exigent or other 

exceptional circumstances, the Fourth Amendment and its state-law counterpart require the 

government to obtain a warrant supported by probable cause when it intrudes on reasonable 

expectations of privacy.  See Weaver, 12 N.Y.3d at 439, 444.  Here, the D.A. is attempting to 

access a wealth of personal information—a database of Harris’s historical speech activities and 

corresponding IP addresses that are, contrary to the lower court’s decision, not visible to the 

public—without a warrant, through a mere subpoena.  Because this non-public information 

would reveal Harris’s locations and movements over a three-and-a-half month period, the 

Subpoena infringes his reasonable expectation of privacy. 

A. Individuals Have A Reasonable Expectation Of Privacy In Their Locations 
And Movements Over Time.�

 
In People v. Weaver, the New York Court of Appeals held that people have reasonable 

expectations of privacy in their locations and movements over a period of time and that the 

police were therefore required to obtain a warrant to conduct GPS surveillance.  See Weaver, 12 

N.Y.3d at 441-42, 447.  When Weaver was decided, it had long been established that individuals 

have reasonable expectations of privacy in movements and activities within their home.  See 

United States v. Karo, 468 U.S. 705, 714-15 (1984) (holding that location tracking implicates 

Fourth Amendment privacy interests when it reveals information about individuals inside the 

home).  In Weaver, the Court took a step further—one not previously taken by the United States 

Supreme Court—to recognize that even when the movements take place in public, “[t]he whole 

of a person’s progress through the world” will reveal “with breathtaking quality and quantity . . . 
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a highly detailed profile, not simply of where we go, but by easy inference, of our associations—

political, religious, amicable and amorous, to name only a few—and of the pattern of our 

professional and avocational pursuits.”  Weaver, 12 N.Y.3d at 441-42, 447.  The Court found it 

“obvious” that such information is protected by “any reasonable notion of personal privacy or 

ordered liberty.”  Id. at 441.  At least five current justices of the Supreme Court recently reached 

the same conclusion in their concurrences in United States v. Jones, finding that long-term 

surveillance in investigations of most offenses would infringe on reasonable expectations of 

privacy.  Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 964 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring, joined by Ginsburg, J., Breyer, 

J., and Kagan, J.) (“[S]ociety’s expectation has been that law enforcement agents and others 

would not—and indeed, in the main, simply could not—secretly monitor and catalogue every 

single movement of an individual’s car for a very long period.”); id. at 955 (Sotomayor, J., 

concurring).15   

Although this case does not involve GPS surveillance, the principle underlying Weaver 

and the Jones concurring opinions—that government cannot engage in long-term surveillance of 

a person’s locations and movements without a warrant—applies to any technology, like IP 

address tracking, that “facilitates a new . . . perception of the world in which the situation of an 

object may be followed and exhaustively recorded over . . . a practically unlimited period.”  

Weaver, 12 N.Y.3d at 441.  Indeed, Justice Alito in Jones explicitly acknowledged the reality 

that emerging technology other than GPS surveillance can be used to monitor a person’s 

locations and movements over time at varying levels of accuracy.  See, e.g., Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 

963 (Alito, J., concurring) (identifying the proliferation of mobile devices as “[p]erhaps most 

                                                 
15 The majority in Jones invalidated the installation of the GPS device on the narrow basis that it involved a physical 
trespass without a warrant.  The majority stated that “[s]ituations involving merely the transmission of electronic 
signals without trespass would remain subject to” the reasonable-expectations-of-privacy analysis.   Jones, 132 S. 
Ct. at 953. 
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significant” of the emerging location tracking technologies).16  Even prior to Jones, federal 

courts had begun to recognize that location information kept by cell phone companies 

concerning their subscribers could be used to “enable the tracking of the vast majority of 

Americans,” and to hold that such information was protected by the Fourth Amendment.  In re 

U.S. for an Order Authorizing the Release of Historical Cell-Site Info., 809 F. Supp. 2d 113, 119 

(E.D.N.Y. 2011) (EDNY Garaufis Opinion) (concluding that cell-phone users maintain a 

reasonable expectation of privacy in long-term cell phone location records); see also, e.g., In re 

U.S. for Historical Cell Site Data, 747 F. Supp. 2d 827, 840 (S.D. Tex. 2010) (S.D. Tex. Smith 

Opinion) (holding that government cannot access two months of historical cell phone location 

data without a warrant).   

The lower court failed to recognize that a database of the IP addresses used by a person 

can, like GPS devices or a database of cell phone location information, reveal that person’s 

locations and movements over time.  See supra at 5-6.  Even though one IP address reveals only 

limited information about a person’s location at that moment in time,17 the accumulation of IP 

addresses used by Harris to connect to Twitter over a 108-day period would provide the D.A. 

with a sophisticated tool for mapping his locations and movements over that long period of time.  

The length of time at issue here distinguishes this case from People v. Hall, 86 A.D.3d 450, 452 

(1st Dep’t. 2011), in which the First Department did not find a privacy interest in three days of 
                                                 
16 Although IP address location data is less precise than GPS tracking records, Justice Alito’s acknowledgment of 
the various location tracking technologies available makes clear that the particular technology at issue does not have 
to be equally precise to implicate privacy concerns.  See Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 963. 
17 The federal appellate court decisions rejecting reasonable expectations of privacy in IP addresses are 
distinguishable because they involved law enforcement using a small and discrete number of IP addresses to 
determine a person’s subscriber information, and they did not implicate concerns about monitoring movement.   See, 
e.g., United States v. Christie, 624 F.3d 558, 574 (3d Cir. 2010); United States v. Perrine, 518 F.3d 1196, 1204-05 
(10th Cir. 2008); United States v. Forrester, 512 F.3d 500, 510 (9th Cir. 2008).  These cases, as well as a federal 
district court opinion holding that Twitter users do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their IP 
addresses, see In re Application of U.S. for an Order Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d), 830 F.Supp.2d 114,138 (E.D. 
Va. 2011), were not decided under Weaver and were decided prior to Jones.  As discussed in more detail below, see 
infra at 34-36, to the extent necessary, this is an occasion in which it would be appropriate for New York courts to 
read the state Constitution more broadly than the federal Constitution. 
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cell phone location information.  If tracking an individual’s movements for sixty-five days 

(Weaver) or twenty-eight days (Jones) violates a reasonable expectation of privacy, see Weaver, 

12 N.Y.3d 433; Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 946, 955 (Sotomayor, J., concurring); Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 

964 (Alito, J., concurring), then tracking an individual’s movements over 108 days surely 

violates such an expectation as well.  See Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 964 (Alito, J., concurring) (“We 

need not identify with precision the point at which the tracking of this vehicle became a search, 

for the line was surely crossed before the 4-week mark.”).   

As the Court of Appeals stated in Weaver, “[t]echnological advances have produced 

many valuable tools for law enforcement and, as the years go by, the technology available to aid 

in the detection of criminal conduct will only become more and more sophisticated.”  Weaver, 12 

N.Y.3d at 447.  These new technological advances require “judicial oversight,” because 

otherwise, their use “presents a significant and, to our minds, unacceptable risk of abuse.”  Id.  

The lower court failed to follow this clear guidance when it held that the D.A. could obtain 

information that would reveal Harris’s locations and movements over time on a mere subpoena, 

instead of on a warrant based on probable cause.  

B. Harris’s Reasonable Expectation Of Privacy Is Not Eliminated Simply 
Because His IP Addresses Are In The Possession Of Twitter.   

 
1. The Third-Party Doctrine Does Not Apply To Information Like IP 

Addresses That Reveals Locations And Movements. 
 

The lower court held that Harris did not have an expectation of privacy in the requested 

information because that information is in the possession of a third party provider of Internet 

services, Twitter, not Harris.  See June 30 Order at 4.  The court reached that conclusion by 

relying on the so-called “third-party doctrine,” which holds that individuals do not have a 

reasonable expectation of privacy in certain information voluntarily conveyed to third parties, 
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like bank and telephone records.  See People v Di Raffaele, 55 N.Y2d 234 (1984) (telephone toll-

billing records); United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435, 440 (1976) (bank records); Smith v. 

Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 742-45 (1979) (telephone dialing information.  That reliance was 

erroneous, for three principal reasons.   

First, the third-party doctrine does not apply here because, unlike bank records and 

telephone records, IP address information is not conveyed to a third party knowingly and 

voluntarily.  The third-party doctrine developed on the premise that individuals lose their 

expectations of privacy when they “voluntarily” convey records to a third party.  See, e.g., 

Miller, 425 U.S. at 440 (holding that bank records fall outside the protected zone of privacy 

because they relate to transactions to which the banks are parties); Smith, 442 U.S. at 742-44 

(holding that telephone subscribers cannot harbor expectations of privacy in dialing information 

because they know that the phone company is receiving and storing that numerical information). 

By contrast, the doctrine does not apply where, as here, a person has not voluntarily or 

knowingly shared his location information with a third party “in any meaningful way.”  In re 

U.S. for an Order Directing a Provider of Elect. Commc’n Serv. to Disclose Records to the 

Government, 620 F.3d 304, 317 (3d Cir. 2010).  Thus, in the only federal appellate decision on 

the issue, the Third Circuit held that a cell phone user does not voluntarily share location 

information with a cell phone company in “any meaningful way,” because it is “unlikely that cell 

phone customers are aware that their cell phone providers collect and store historical location 

information.”  Id.  Other federal courts have come to the same conclusion: conveyance of 

location information to a cell phone provider “is neither tangible nor visible to a cell phone user” 

and “is generated automatically by the network, conveyed to the provider not by human hands, 

but by invisible radio signal.”  S.D. Tex. Smith Opinion, 747 F. Supp. 2d at 844; In re U.S. for an 
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Order Authorizing Installation & Use of a Pen Register & a Caller ID Sys. on Tel. Nos., 402 F. 

Supp. 2d 597, 605 n.12 (D. Md. 2005) (rejecting analogy between cell phone location 

information and dialed telephone numbers because cell phone location information “is not 

affirmatively and actively conveyed by the phone’s possessor; the cell phone transmits the 

information automatically without the possessor’s awareness and possibly without his 

knowledge”). 

Just like cell phone location information, IP address location information is 

communicated from an Internet user’s computer to automated equipment automatically, 

passively, invisibly, and unknowingly—most people do not even know what an IP address is—

meaning that, as with cell phone location information, it is not voluntarily or knowingly 

conveyed by the user to Twitter (or other Internet services) in any meaningful way.  See Matthew 

Tokson, Automation and the Fourth Amendment, 96 Iowa L. Rev. 581, 586 (2011) (arguing that 

disclosure to automated Internet systems rather than to human beings should not fall under the 

third-party doctrine because it would otherwise eliminate protection for personal information 

transmitted over the Internet). 

Second, an exception to the third-party doctrine exists where “society’s recognition of a 

particular privacy right as important swallows the discrete articulation of [the third-party 

doctrine].”  EDNY Garaufis Opinion, 809 F. Supp. 2d at 124.  The U.S. Supreme Court 

implicitly recognized this exception in Smith when, in applying the third-party doctrine, it 

contrasted the “limited” nature of the pen register/telephone dialing information that the 

government was seeking in that case with information conveyed to third parties in other 

circumstances where Fourth Amendment protections are not lost.  See Smith, 442 U.S. at 741-42; 

see also Doe v. Ashcroft, 334 F. Supp. 2d at 510 (“The Court doubts that the result in Smith 
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would have been the same if a pen register operated as a key to the most intimate details and 

passions of a person's private life.”).  For example, it is well-established that telephone 

conversations are protected even though people use third-party telephone companies to transmit 

the contents of their conversations, Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 352 (1967); letters are 

protected even though people must send them through the third-party postal service, Ex parte 

Jackson, 96 U.S. 727, 733 (1877); and emails are protected even though they are sent through 

third-party ISPs, Warshak, 631 F.3d at 285-86.     

Because Weaver determined that it is “obvious” that society considers location and 

movement information to be highly private, Weaver, 12 N.Y.3d at 441-42, 447, and because IP 

addresses reveal such information, they fall under the same exception to the third-party doctrine 

as telephone conversations, letters, and e-mails.  Although telephone conversations, letters, and 

e-mails are often referred to as “content” information, “there is no meaningful Fourth 

Amendment distinction between content and other forms of information, the disclosure of which 

to the Government would be equally intrusive and reveal information society values as private.”  

EDNY Garaufis Opinion, 809 F. Supp. 2d at 125.  Because location records “implicate 

sufficiently serious protected privacy concerns . . .an exception to the third-party-disclosure 

doctrine should apply to them, as it does to content, to prohibit undue governmental intrusion.” 

Id. at 126; In re Application of the U.S. for an Order Authorizing the Release of Historical Cell-

Site Info., No. 10 MC 0897, 2010 WL 5437209, at *3 (E.D.N.Y. Dec. 23, 2010) (Orenstein, 

Mag. J.) (holding that the third-party doctrine should not apply to location records because 

“location information is not a simple business record and . . . it can effectively convey details 

that reveal the most sensitive information about a person’s life”).  This Court should conclude 

the same as to IP addresses that similarly reveal location and movement information. 
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Finally, application of the third-party doctrine here would undermine the Court of 

Appeals’ decision in Weaver to protect people’s reasonable expectations of privacy in their 

locations and movements.  As Justice Sotomayor recognized in her concurrence in Jones, the 

third-party doctrine is “ill suited to the digital age,” in which third parties hold an increasing 

amount of people’s private information.  Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 957; see also Tokson, supra, at 588 

(“Internet users generate enormous quantities of data, much of it stored by their online service 

providers,” such as “[e]-mails, web-surfing histories, cloud computing documents, search terms, 

and credit-card information”); Stephen E. Henderson, Learning From All Fifty States: How to 

Apply the Fourth Amendment and Its State Analogs to Protect Third Party Information From 

Unreasonable Search, 55 Cath. U. L. Rev. 373, 412 (2006) (stating that the Fourth Amendment 

would provide little meaningful protection “[g]iven modern technology, if we retain no 

reasonable expectation of privacy in what we give to others”).  That is especially true for 

movement information—our locations and movements are constantly tracked and stored silently 

by third parties, whether by cell phone companies or by websites.  Rejecting the application of 

the third-party doctrine to such information is central to preserving the expectation of privacy in 

locations and movements recognized in Weaver and to ensuring that new technologies do not 

“erode the privacy guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment,” Kyllo v. United States, 533 U.S. 27 at 

34 (2001); see also Warshak, 631 F.3d at 285 (“[T]he Fourth Amendment must keep pace with 

the inexorable march of technological progress, or its guarantees will wither and perish.”). 

2. The Third-Party Doctrine Should Not Be Controlling Under The New York 
Constitution.  
 

Even if the third-party doctrine were to apply to the records at issue here under the Fourth 

Amendment, this Court should follow the lead of the Court of Appeals in Weaver and take this 

opportunity to hold that the third-party doctrine does not eviscerate people’s reasonable 
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expectations of privacy in locations and movements over time under Article I, Section 12 of the 

New York Constitution.  The New York Constitution has been interpreted to provide greater 

protections than the federal Constitution when circumstances warrant, such as in Weaver, when 

the Court of Appeals decided that prolonged GPS surveillance infringes on reasonable 

expectations of privacy.  See Weaver, 12 N.Y.3d at 445; People v. P.J. Video, 68 N.Y.2d 296, 

304-05 (1986) (citing numerous search-and-seizure cases in which New York courts have 

adopted standards independent from the federal Constitution). 

The protections of the New York Constitution should be held to be broader than the 

federal Constitution where, as here, “doing so best promotes ‘predictability and precision in 

judicial review of search and seizure cases and the protection of the individual rights of our 

citizens.’”  Weaver, 12 N.Y.3d at 445 (quoting P.J. Video, 68 N.Y.2d at 305).  Such 

predictability and precision can be achieved when courts “provide and maintain ‘bright line’ 

rules to guide the decisions of law enforcement and judicial personnel who must implement [the 

court] decisions in their day-to-day operations in the field.”  P.J. Video, 68 N.Y.2d at 305.   

This case presents the appropriate occasion for the Court to announce a bright line rule 

that under the New York Constitution, law enforcement must obtain a warrant based on probable 

cause to obtain any set of data—including IP addresses—that reveals a person’s locations and 

movements over time, even when, as here, that data is possessed by third parties.  As explained 

above, this bright-line rule is necessary to protect the privacy interest recognized by Weaver 

against emerging current and future technologies that allow people’s movements to be tracked.  

Eleven states have already rejected in some form the applicability of the federal third-party 

doctrine to their state constitutions, with the New Jersey Supreme Court holding that individuals 

maintain a reasonable expectation of privacy in subscriber information, including IP addresses, 



provided to an ISP under the New Jersey Constitution. See New Jersey v. Reid, 194 N.J. 386, 

399-400 (2008); Henderson, supra, at 395 (surveying states that reject the thirdcparty doctrine). 

This Court should, at a minimum, hold that individuals maintain a reasonable expectation of 

privacy in information that they convey to a third party where, as here, the infonnation 

implicates a privacy interest that has been accepted as important by the New York Court of 

Appeals. 

As the Court explained in Weaver: 

The alternative would be to countenance an enormous unsupervised intrusion by 
the police agencies of government upon personal privacy and, in this modern age 
where criminal investigation will increasingly be conducted by sophisticated 
technological means, the consequent marginalization of the State Constitution and 
judiciary in matters crucial to safegl)arding the privacy of our citizens. 

Weaver, 12 N.Y.3d at 445. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Amici respectfully request that the Court reverse and vacate 

the lower court's decisions and hold that Twitter users like Harris have standing to challenge 

government demands to third parties for information that implicates their constitutional rights 

and that the Twitter Subpoena violates Harris's First and Fourth Amendment rights. 
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FACEBOOK, TWITTER, AND FOURSQUARE 
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In the 2012 case United States v. Jones, Justice Samuel Alito asked 
whether the Fourth Amendment might extend any protection to new tech-
nology.  Although the government may not track an individual through 
the use of Global Positioning System (GPS) services, the Supreme 
Court’s past cases suggest that the same protection will not extend to 
new technologies like social networking.  Popular social networking 
websites Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare allow users to keep others 
aware of their location at all times, leading to the question of whether 
the government may track a user’s location through social networking 
use.  The author argues that past Fourth Amendment case law warns 
social networking users that the government may track location through 
tags and check-ins, and Internet users may not have the standing to raise 
a privacy claim for such tracking.  The author concludes that Internet 
users must maintain their own privacy because the government may use 
any public information to track their locations. 
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INTRODUCTION: SOCIAL NETWORKS AND PRIVACY1 

The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution states that 
the “right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and 
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, 
and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause . . . .”2  Recent 
Internet developments raise the question of whether this right extends to 
social networking.  Even Justice Alito recognized the issue in his United 
States v. Jones concurrence, noting that social tools “will . . . shape the 
average person’s expectations about the privacy of his or her daily 
movements.”3 

In the social networking context, can law enforcement use a photo-
graph, check-in, or status update posted online to justify further search or 

1 The descriptions of social networking websites within this Note reflect the policies 
and format of the websites at the time of writing.  The privacy policies of social networking 
websites are constantly evolving and may change at any time after the researching and writing 
of this Note. 

2 U.S. CONST. amend. IV. 
3 132 S. Ct. 945, 963 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring) (“Similarly, phone-location-tracking 

services are offered as ‘social’ tools, allowing consumers to find (or to avoid) others who 
enroll in these services.  The availability and use of these and other new devices will continue 
to shape the average person’s expectations about the privacy of his or her daily movements.”). 
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even arrest?  Under current Fourth Amendment case law, most notably 
Katz v. United States,4 the answer seems to be yes.  Justice Harlan’s con-
curring opinion in Katz v. United States has come to govern the standard 
for what qualifies as a search under the Fourth Amendment.5  In short, 
the Fourth Amendment applies in situations where an individual has a 
reasonable expectation of privacy.6  This standard cannot be satisfied in 
social networking.  From news stories to privacy controls and even to 
user updates themselves, there may be no real protection from the author-
ities when one posts online. 

This Note details applicable Fourth Amendment case law and con-
cludes that all social networking users should be wary of the information 
they post online.  Government officials may use public information to 
justify an arrest or conviction, and without Fourth Amendment protec-
tion, users may be subject to criminal liability based on personal photo-
graphs, location check-ins, or status updates posted on social networking 
websites. 

The statistics on social networking are staggering.  The most popu-
lar social networking website, Facebook, has become a worldwide phe-
nomenon.7  Facebook allows users to share photos, status updates, their 
location, and other media with their “friends.”8  Facebook alone has 
more than one billion users, and the average Facebook user shares ninety 
pieces of information each month.9  Facebook sees over one million pho-
tographs uploaded every twenty minutes.10  Additionally, more than six 
hundred million active users access Facebook through an application on 
their mobile phone, and many of these users stay logged into Facebook 
for extended periods of time, with the mobile phone application tracking 
their location.11  Facebook states that it has seen over seventeen billion 
location-tagged posts, including check-ins to the user’s current 
location.12 

Twitter is a social networking website that allows users to share 
small status updates (under 140 characters) and photos with their “fol-

4 389 U.S. 347, 359 (1967). 
5 See id. at 360 (Harlan, J., concurring). 
6 See id. 
7 See generally Dan Fletcher, How Facebook Is Redefining Privacy, TIME (May 20, 

2010), http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1990798,00.html. 
8 See id. 
9 See One Billion Fact Sheet, FACEBOOK, http://newsroom.fb.com/imagelibrary/ 

downloadmedia.ashx?MediaDetailsID=4227&SizeId=-1 (last visited Oct. 19, 2012); Adam 
Ostrow, What happens after your final status update? CNN (Sept. 4, 2011), http://www.cnn. 
com/2011/OPINION/09/03/ostrow.status.final/index.html. 

10 Aden Hepburn, Facebook Statistics, Stats & Facts for 2011, DIGITAL BUZZ BLOG (Jan. 
18, 2011), http://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/facebook-statistics-stats-facts-2011/. 

11 See One Billion Fact Sheet, supra note 9. 
12 Id. 

http://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/facebook-statistics-stats-facts-2011
http://www.cnn
http://newsroom.fb.com/imagelibrary
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1990798,00.html
https://location.12
https://location.11
https://minutes.10
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lowers.”13  Twitter status updates sometimes reflect the users’ random 
thoughts, but users also post their locations or photos in their “tweets.”14 

Twitter has over 100 million active users worldwide, and the website 
manages an average of 230 million tweets everyday.15  While half of 
those 100 million users log into Twitter daily, some 40% of users do not 
share updates of their own, but instead merely view the tweets posted by 
others.16 

Finally, Foursquare, a relatively new social networking platform, al-
lows users to “check-in” to locations, providing real-time updates of the 
users’ locations.17  Foursquare currently has over 10 million users.18 

Foursquare is also accessible through a mobile phone application, al-
lowing instantaneous sharing of information, but many users fail to con-
sider the public exposure of their whereabouts.19 

With so many social networking website users, there is a need to 
protect the information placed on those websites.  For example, what 
happens to users who do not properly manage their use of these web-
sites?  Is there any protection against the police using that information, in 
the form of photos, check-ins, or tags, to justify a search or even an 
arrest?  Do users face police action based on their online postings?  The 
Supreme Court has yet to weigh in on the Fourth Amendment’s relation-
ship with social networking, but as technology continues to advance and 
as Justice Alito noted in United States v. Jones,20 the Court will have to 
examine these issues soon. 

This Note focuses on the privacy implications of social networking 
activity in the context of location tracking.  Facebook, Twitter, and Four-
square are all capable of tracking users’ locations while they are logged 
into the website, and the Fourth Amendment may not apply to this type 
of location tracking.  This Note also discusses the Fourth Amendment 

13 About Twitter, TWITTER, https://twitter.com/about (last visited Oct. 19, 2012). 
14 Id. 
15 Bianca Bosker, Twitter Finally Shares Key Stats: 40 Percent of Active Users Are 

Lurkers, HUFFINGTON  POST (Sept. 8, 2011, 2:51 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/ 
09/08/twitter-stats_n_954121.html. 

16 Id. 
17 Bianca Bosker, Foursquare Celebrates 10 Million Users, Reveals New Stats, HUF-

FINGTON  POST (June 20, 2011, 6:04 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/06/20/four-
square-10-million-users-stats_n_880772.html. 

18 Id. 
19 See Some Notes on Foursquare and Location Sharing, FOURSQUARE LABS, INC., http:// 

blog.foursquare.com/2010/08/17/967910179/ (last visited Oct. 19, 2012). 
20 See United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 963 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring) (noting 

that “phone-location-tracking services are offered as ‘social’ tools, allowing consumers to find 
(or to avoid) others who enroll in these services.  The availability and use of these and other 
new devices will continue to shape the average person’s expectations about the privacy of his 
or her daily movements.”). 

https://blog.foursquare.com/2010/08/17/967910179
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/06/20/four
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011
https://twitter.com/about
https://whereabouts.19
https://users.18
https://locations.17
https://others.16
https://everyday.15
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case law detailing the reasonable expectation of privacy standard21 and 
concludes that any media placed on social networking websites—includ-
ing location check-ins—may be without Fourth Amendment protection, 
because, in the words of the Katz opinion, the social networking users 
knowingly exposed that information to the public.22  Thus, Government 
officials may use any information posted on these websites to justify an 
arrest or as evidence in a case against a suspect.  This Note details the 
users’ need to remain aware of publicly viewable information on social 
networking websites, from photographs and status updates to location 
check-ins. 

Part I of this Note discusses the Katz reasonable expectation of pri-
vacy standard.  Part II details Fourth Amendment doctrine in the context 
of location tracking, including considerations of plain view movements 
and the use of Global Positioning System (GPS) trackers.  Part III dis-
cusses various implications of the Fourth Amendment in social network-
ing, including consent and “opting in” to the privacy rules of Facebook, 
Twitter, and Foursquare.  This Part also addresses recent developments 
in several cases implicating Fourth Amendment protection in social 
networking use.  Part IV discusses some of the foremost Supreme Court 
Fourth Amendment cases, specifically those involving new technology 
and plain view surveillance.  Part V focuses on the Supreme Court’s de-
velopment of the “pretend friend” doctrine.  Lastly, Part VI examines 
additional considerations in a social networking search analysis, includ-
ing youth privacy and suppression claims. 

I. KATZ V. UNITED STATES AND THE REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF 

PRIVACY TEST 

The leading case governing Fourth Amendment searches remains 
Katz v. United States.23  In Katz, Justice Harlan argued in his concur-
rence that Fourth Amendment violations must be decided under a reason-
able expectation of privacy standard.24  In this case, the defendant used a 
public pay phone to place illegal gambling wagers.25  The FBI had at-
tached an electronic device to the phone booth to listen to Katz’s call, 
and the officers used the information that they gathered while listening to 
the call to justify Katz’s arrest and conviction.26  Katz appealed his con-
viction, claiming that the use of the electronic device constituted a search 
in violation of the Fourth Amendment.27  The Supreme Court agreed 

21 See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 360 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring). 
22 See id. 
23 Id. at 359. 
24 Id. at 360. 
25 See id. at 348. 
26 See id. 
27 Id. at 350. 

https://Amendment.27
https://conviction.26
https://wagers.25
https://standard.24
https://States.23
https://public.22
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with Katz, stating that the wiretapping constituted a search because it 
violated Katz’s reasonable expectation that his conversation would not 
be broadcast to the world regardless of the lawfulness of Katz’s 
actions.28 

As the Katz Court stated, “Virtually every governmental action in-
terferes with personal privacy to some degree.  The question in each case 
is whether that interference violates a command of the United States 
Constitution.”29  The Fourth Amendment right against unlawful searches 
and seizures governs the inquiry.30  Writing for the majority, Justice 
Stewart argued that “[w]hat a person knowingly exposes to the public, 
even in his own home or office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment 
protection.”31 

Because social networking websites are still in their infancy, the 
Court has yet not narrowed the definition of “knowingly exposed” for 
application to social networking website activity.  However, these web-
sites have become one of the most common modes of communication, 
and it seems inevitable that this issue will soon reach the Court.32  Be-
cause of the privacy guidelines disclosed on each social networking web-
site, location check-ins may be considered knowingly exposed to the 
public; to join a social network, the user must respond to the standard 
privacy policy and accept the terms-of-use agreement.33  A user may ar-
gue that her social networking use is not aimed toward the public dissem-
ination of personal information, but that user posts with the hope that the 
community will see the information.  A user posts with the understanding 
that the information put on social networking websites will be broadcast 
to the world and, thus, knowingly exposed.  Therefore, under the Katz 
framework, it seems that the average social networking website user will 
not receive the benefit of the Fourth Amendment’s protections for her 
online social networking activity. 

Under Katz, even if the information is knowingly exposed, what a 
defendant “seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible to the 
public, may be constitutionally protected.”34  In a public phone booth, for 
example, an individual “is surely entitled to assume that the words he 

28 Id. at 356–57. 
29 Id. at 350 n. 5. 
30 Id. 
31 Id. at 351. 
32 See United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 963 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring) (noting 

that “phone-location-tracking services are offered as ‘social’ tools, allowing consumers to find 
(or to avoid) others who enroll in these services.  The availability and use of these and other 
new devices will continue to shape the average person’s expectations about the privacy of his 
or her daily movements.”). 

33 See infra Part III. 
34 Katz, 389 U.S. at 351. 

https://agreement.33
https://Court.32
https://inquiry.30
https://actions.28
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utters into the mouthpiece will not be broadcast to the world.”35  How-
ever, many users communicate via social networking precisely for the 
purpose of broadcasting information to the world, or at least to the insu-
lar social world of their friend network.36  While some web users have 
already suffered criminal sanctions for actions described in social 
networking “brags,”37 even more users likely remain unaware of the le-
gal consequences of what they post online. 

II. LOCATION TRACKING AND THE FOURTH AMENDMENT 

A. United States v. Karo: Tracking Movement 

Does the Fourth Amendment protect any form of location tracking? 
The Supreme Court looked at this question in United States v. Karo.38  In 
Karo, the police used a beeper to track the movement of a can of ether 
inside the defendant’s house.39  The Court stated that the defendant had a 
reasonable expectation of privacy in his home and that, because the of-
ficers could not have seen what was happening inside the house, the 
beeper gave the Government sensitive information from a constitution-
ally protected area.40  Because the Government obtained the information 
through means beyond their own sensory perception, the use of the 
beeper constituted a search.41  However, the Court modified this doctrine 
in United States v. Knotts.42 

B. United States v. Knotts: Location Tracking in Plain View 

Smith v. Maryland43 restated the following test for reasonableness 
under Katz: “application of the Fourth Amendment depends on whether 
the person invoking its protection can claim a ‘justifiable,’ a ‘reasona-
ble,’ or a ‘legitimate expectation of privacy’ that has been invaded by 
government action.”44  Under this test, a court must answer two ques-
tions.  First, it must consider “whether the individual, by his conduct, has 
‘exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy,’”45 specifically, 

35 Id. at 352. 
36 See generally Social Networking’s Good and Bad Impacts on Kids, AM. PSYCHOLOGI-

CAL  ASSOC. (Aug. 6, 2011), http://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2011/08/social-kids.aspx 
(noting teenagers’ narcissistic tendencies in Facebook posting). 

37 See, e.g., Kelly Burgess, Facebook Bragging About Poaching Leads to Charges 
Against Man, L.A. TIMES (May 27, 2011, 10:27 AM), http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/out-
posts/2011/05/facebook-bragging-leads-to-felony-poaching-arrest.html. 

38 478 U.S. 705, 707 (1984). 
39 Id. at 707. 
40 Id. at 715. 
41 Id. 
42 460 U.S. 276 (1983). 
43 442 U.S. 735 (1979). 
44 Id. at 740 (citations omitted). 
45 Id. (quoting Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 361 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring)). 

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/out
http://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2011/08/social-kids.aspx
https://Knotts.42
https://search.41
https://house.39
https://network.36
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if “‘he seeks to preserve [something] as private.’”46  Second, that court 
must consider “whether the individual’s subjective expectation of pri-
vacy is ‘one that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’”47 

Specifically, was the expectation justifiable “under the circumstances”?48 

In United States v. Knotts,49 Government officials tracked the 
movement of the defendant’s car using a beeper device placed inside a 
container of chloroform.50  The car carrying the container travelled on 
“public thoroughfares where both its occupants and its contents [were] in 
plain view.”51  The Court rejected the defendant’s Fourth Amendment 
claim, holding that no search had taken place because anyone could have 
seen the car’s public movements, so the use of the beeper was therefore 
irrelevant.52  The Court held that if the car was in public view, there was 
no reasonable expectation of privacy.53  Accordingly, “[n]othing in the 
Fourth Amendment prohibited the police from augmenting the sensory 
facilities bestowed upon them at birth with such enhancement as science 
and technology.”54  In other words, the Court was prepared to endorse a 
plain view exception55 to the search and warrant requirements of the 
Fourth Amendment, a concept that can easily extend to information dis-
played online, from locations such as in Knotts to photographs detailing 
criminal actions. 

C. United States v. Jones: The Fourth Amendment and GPS Tracking 

In the 2012 case United States v. Jones,56 the Supreme Court held 
that the use of a GPS tracker to monitor a car’s movement constitutes a 
search under the Fourth Amendment.57  In Jones, District of Columbia 
police suspected the defendant of trafficking drugs and hoped to obtain 
information about Jones’s whereabouts to determine his role in a conspir-
acy to possess and distribute cocaine.58  Officers attached a GPS tracker 

46 Id. (quoting Katz, 389 U.S. at 351). 
47 Id. (quoting Katz, 389 U.S. at 361). 
48 Id. (quoting Katz, 389 U.S. at 355 n. 5). 
49 460 U.S. 276, 277 (1983). 
50 Id. 
51 Id. at 281 (quoting Cardwell v. Lewis, 417 U.S. 583 (1974) (plurality opinion)). 
52 Id. at 285. 
53 Id. at 281. 
54 Id at 282. 
55 Under the plain view exception to the Fourth Amendment, officers may seize evidence 

found in plain view if they are engaged in legitimate police activity. See Horton v. California, 
496 U.S. 128, 142 (1990).  Similarly, if an officer hopes to obtain a warrant, his observations 
of plain view evidence may provide the basis for probable cause to search. See Steele v. 
United States, 267 U.S. 498, 504–05 (1925). 

56 132 S. Ct. 945 (2012). 
57 See id. at 951–52. 
58 See id. at 948.  The District of Columbia police obtained a warrant to attach a GPS 

tracker to Jones’s car, but the tracker was attached in Maryland rather than the District of 

https://cocaine.58
https://Amendment.57
https://privacy.53
https://irrelevant.52
https://chloroform.50
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to Jones’s car and received more than 2,000 pages of data from the 
tracker that ultimately placed Jones at the conspirators’ “stash house,” 
which contained $850,000 in cash, ninety-seven kilograms of cocaine, 
and one kilogram of cocaine base.59  The Government argued that the 
defendant had no reasonable expectation of privacy in his plain view 
movement under Knotts, and, therefore, the tracking did not implicate the 
Fourth Amendment.60  The Court, however, held that the use of a GPS 
tracker to track a car’s movement was a search under the Fourth 
Amendment.61 

Justice Sotomayor’s concurring opinion emphasized the physical in-
trusion into Jones’s property,62 while Justice Alito concurred under the 
Katz reasonable expectation of privacy test.63  Justice Alito specifically 
noted the growing use of tracking through mobile devices, stating that 
tracking through “‘social’ tools” on phones can shape expectations of 
privacy.64  While the Government may not attach a GPS tracker to one’s 
“effects” under the Fourth Amendment, Jones likely does not preclude 
tracking movement through social networking websites.  First, the Jones 
Court partly rested its holding on the physical intrusion into private prop-
erty.65  If police choose to track an individual’s movement through social 
networking website activity, a court could reasonably conclude that there 
is no physical intrusion because the movement information is publicly 
available.  Second, social networking activity may not be private prop-
erty, in part because the user opts in to using the website and accepts the 
privacy agreements imposed by the social networking company.66 

However, the Court noted that physical intrusion is not the only 
relevant inquiry; rather, the Fourth Amendment commands a combina-
tion of the Katz reasonable expectation of privacy test with a “common-
law trespassory test.”67  Social networking tracking would likely pass 
both parts of this test because, here, there is neither a reasonable expecta-

Columbia.  Thus, the Government was forced to concede that it did not comply with the war-
rant but argued that no warrant was required under the Fourth Amendment. See id. 

59 Id. at 948–49. 
60 See id. at 950. 
61 Id. at 951–52. 
62 See id. at 954–55 (Sotomayor, J., concurring). 
63 See id. at 957–58 (Alito, J., concurring). 
64 See id. at 963 (“Similarly, phone-location-tracking services are offered as ‘social’ 

tools, allowing consumers to find (or to avoid) others who enroll in these services.  The availa-
bility and use of these and other new devices will continue to shape the average person’s 
expectations about the privacy of his or her daily movements.”). 

65 See id. at 949. 
66 See discussion on privacy policy, infra Part III, noting that social networking compa-

nies gain control over information posted on their websites. 
67 Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 952 (“[A]s we have discussed, the Katz reasonable-expectation-of-

privacy test has been added to, not substituted for, the common-law trespassory test.”) (empha-
sis in original). 

https://company.66
https://privacy.64
https://Amendment.61
https://Amendment.60
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tion of privacy under Katz, nor is there physical trespass.  Additionally, 
the inquiry could turn on the Internet’s status as a “protected area” under 
the Fourth Amendment.68  While it is only one part of a Fourth Amend-
ment test, and it may not decide Fourth Amendment reasonableness, a 
court could conclude that social networking websites are not protected 
areas, and, thus, a user has no reasonable expectation of privacy. 

III. SOCIAL NETWORKING AND FOURTH AMENDMENT IMPLICATIONS 

A. Social Networking and Consent 

As discussed in Part I supra, the average social networking website 
user may have no real expectation of privacy regarding the information 
that she shares on social networking websites.  There is, however, an-
other consideration in the Fourth Amendment context.  Even if the Court 
were to hold that social networking websites are subject to Fourth 
Amendment protection, much of the user information viewable by law 
enforcement on those websites may instead fall within the consent search 
framework.  That is, while the violation of an individual’s reasonable 
expectation of privacy would normally require a warrant, an individual’s 
consent justifies the search without that warrant.69  Thus, even if the dis-
covery and use of the evidence constitutes a search, social networking 
website users may have consented to law enforcement officials’ viewing 
their personal information. 

Although the line between consensual and non-consensual searches 
may be unclear,70 the Court justifies this uncertainty because of the 
“overlap” between the two considerations.  In a consent search, a person 
willingly gives up the right to privacy based on some action on her part, 
usually by verbally agreeing to the search.71  In the social networking 
context, therefore, the user’s actions and acceptance of the website’s pri-
vacy policy may be considered a general consent to a search.  The pri-
vacy policies detailed in the following section further discuss the user’s 
consent to the website’s use of that user’s information. 

B. Privacy Rules 

Facebook’s Statement of Rights and Responsibilities acts as the 
user’s guidelines to privacy protections: 

You own all of the content and information you post on 
Facebook, and you can control how it is shared through 
your privacy and application settings.  In addition: 

68 See id. at 953. 
69 See Sherry F. Colb, What Is a Search?  Two Conceptual Flaws in Fourth Amendment 

Doctrine and Some Hints of a Remedy, 55 STAN. L. REV. 119, 148 (2002). 
70 See id. 
71 See id. 

https://search.71
https://warrant.69
https://Amendment.68
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1. For content that is covered by intellectual prop-
erty rights, like photos and videos (IP content), you 
specifically give us the following permission, sub-
ject to your privacy and application settings: you 
grant us a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensa-
ble, royalty-free, worldwide license to use any IP 
content that you post on or in connection with 
Facebook (IP License).  This IP License ends when 
you delete your IP content or your account unless 
your content has been shared with others, and they 
have not deleted it.72 

Twitter’s privacy policy governs the user’s status updates: 

Our Services are primarily designed to help you share 
information with the world.  Most of the information you 
provide us is information you are asking us to make pub-
lic.  This includes not only the messages you Tweet and 
the metadata provided with Tweets, such as when you 
Tweeted, but also the lists you create, the people you 
follow, the Tweets you mark as favorites or Retweet and 
many other bits of information that result from your use 
of the Services.  Our default is almost always to make 
the information you provide public for as long as you do 
not delete it from Twitter, but we generally give you set-
tings to make the information more private if you want. 
Your public information is broadly and instantly dissem-
inated.  For instance, your public user profile informa-
tion and public Tweets may be searchable by search 
engines and are immediately delivered via SMS and our 
APIs to a wide range of users and services, with one 
example being the United States Library of Congress, 
which archives Tweets for historical purposes.  When 
you share information or content like photos, videos, and 
links via the Services, you should think carefully about 
what you are making public.73 

Foursquare’s privacy policy warns of the dangers of making infor-
mation public to friends and others: 

Your “friends” can see the location and time of each of 
your check-ins, first name and last initial, email, phone 
number, photo, hometown, mayorships and badges, links 

72 Statement of Rights and Responsibilities, FACEBOOK, http://www.facebook.com/legal/ 
terms (last visited Sept. 7, 2012). 

73 Privacy Policy, TWITTER, https://twitter.com/privacy (last visited Sept. 7, 2012). 

https://twitter.com/privacy
http://www.facebook.com/legal
https://public.73
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to your Twitter and Facebook accounts (if you have con-
nected those accounts to your foursquare account), a list 
of your friends, Tips you write, and items on your To-Do 
list. . . .  Individuals reading this information may use it 
or disclose it to other individuals or entities without our 
control and without your knowledge.  We therefore urge 
you to think carefully about including any specific infor-
mation you may deem private in Shouts or To Dos or 
other content (location or otherwise) that you create in 
the Service.74 

C. Privacy Policies and Reasonable Expectations 

In Katz v. United States, Justice Harlan argued in his concurrence 
that “electronic as well as physical intrusion into a place [where a person 
has a constitutionally protected reasonable expectation of privacy] may 
constitute a violation of the Fourth Amendment.”75  This suggests that 
Internet use may be afforded some Fourth Amendment protection after 
all.  Nevertheless, it may be difficult to draw the line between public and 
private electronic information on social networking websites.  As Justice 
Black notes in his dissent in Katz, the Court may find it improper to 
extend Fourth Amendment protection merely “to bring [the law] into har-
mony with the times.”76  The privacy policies detailed above not only 
admit that much information may become public, but the websites them-
selves warn users against posting information that they may wish to keep 
private.  Considering the language of these policies, it is difficult to ac-
cept that users do not knowingly expose this information online and that 
they maintain some expectation of privacy. 

D. Recent Developments in Social Networking Use 

Aside from the tags that users apply to their photographs, locations, 
and status updates, Facebook and other social networking websites raise 
another issue—the use of “cookies” that track the user’s web use outside 
of the social network.  Specifically, if the user stays logged into a social 
networking website, the companies can track the websites viewed by the 
user and the locations from which those websites were accessed.77  Many 
Facebook users keep their computer constantly logged into the website 
for reasons of convenience but most of those users are unaware that 

74 Privacy Policy, FOURSQUARE  LABS, INC., https://foursquare.com/legal/privacy (last 
visited Sept. 7, 2012). 

75 Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 360 (Harlan, J., concurring). 
76 Id. at 364 (Black, J., dissenting). 
77 Class Action Complaint, Davis v. Facebook, Inc., No. 5:11-c-v-04834, at 2 (N.D. Cal. 

Sept. 30, 2011). 

https://foursquare.com/legal/privacy
https://accessed.77
https://Service.74
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Facebook may be tracking their web use.78  In September 2011, 
Facebook admitted that “it has installed the cookies on users’ computers 
that track the internet [sic] activity of users even after they have logged 
off of Facebook.”79  Additional lawsuits were filed in Kansas over cook-
ies and tracking.80  Aside from the location tracking on computers, many 
users keep their smartphones constantly logged into the Facebook web-
site.81  The Supreme Court may be reluctant to endorse GPS-tracking,82 

but these websites are able to track user locations through the social 
networking website’s mobile phone application.83  Thus, while the com-
puter tracking use is enough to heighten privacy concerns, users must 
also consider the reasonableness of their expectation of privacy on their 
mobile phones because at any time Government officials may use these 
applications to track a suspect’s whereabouts without probable cause or a 
warrant. 

While the privacy concerns are vast and complicated, there is hope 
for the ordinary user.  That hope comes from what may be an unlikely 
place—lawmakers.  Recently, United States senators John McCain and 
John Kerry, with the support of the Department of Commerce, intro-
duced a bill proposing a “privacy bill of rights” for Internet users.84 

Congress is still considering this proposal, but, in the meantime, federal 
investigators continue to use social networking websites to their benefit. 
For example, in recent years, Government officials have obtained war-
rants for photographs, e-mail addresses, and friends lists to determine 
possible accomplices.85  They have also used GPS locations to disprove 
alibis.86 

Even with the potential protection of a statute, the average social 
networking website user may not actually be concerned about her pri-
vacy rights.  Facebook creator Mark Zuckerberg, arguably the most 

78 See Emil Protalinski, Facebook Tracks You Online Even After You Log Out, ZDNET 

(Sept. 25, 2011, 7:59 AM), http://www.zdnet.com/blog/facebook/facebook-tracks-you-online-
even-after-you-log-out/4034. But see Emil Protalinski, Facebook Denies Cookie Tracking Al-
legations, ZDNET (Sept. 25, 2011, 4:25 PM), http://www.zdnet.com/blog/facebook/facebook-
denies-cookie-tracking-allegations/4044 (Facebook denied tracking users after users logged 
out and asserted that they tracked user activity for Internet safety purposes). 

79 Class Action Complaint, supra note 76 (emphasis in original). 
80 See Rosanna Hegeman, Man Sues Facebook Over Privacy Issues, MSNBC.COM (Oct. 

6, 2011, 6:40 PM), http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/44809232/ns/technology_and_science-se-
curity/t/man-sues-facebook-over-privacy-issues/#.Tx4ZDZhA594. 

81 See One Billion Fact Sheet, supra note 9. 
82 See discussion supra Part II.C. 
83 See One Billion Fact Sheet, supra note 9. 
84 See Laura Vik, Facebook and the Fourth Amendment, BILL OF  RIGHTS  INSTITUTE 

BLOG (May 3, 2011), http://blog.billofrightsinstitute.org/2011/05/facebook-and-the-fourth-
amendment/. 

85 See id. 
86 See id. 

http://blog.billofrightsinstitute.org/2011/05/facebook-and-the-fourth
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/44809232/ns/technology_and_science-se
https://MSNBC.COM
http://www.zdnet.com/blog/facebook/facebook
http://www.zdnet.com/blog/facebook/facebook-tracks-you-online
https://alibis.86
https://accomplices.85
https://users.84
https://application.83
https://tracking.80
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prominent figure in the social networking world, recently expressed the 
view that Facebook users do not care about their privacy.87  After an 
unforeseen privacy breach on the Facebook website, Zuckerberg re-
sponded to the problem, stating: 

. . . [I]n the last 5 or 6 years, blogging has taken off in a 
huge way and all these different services that have peo-
ple sharing all this information.  People have really got-
ten comfortable not only sharing more information and 
different kinds, but more openly and with more people. 
That social norm is just something that’s evolved over 
time.88 

Meanwhile, social networking website users may soon become 
more aware of the legal ramifications of the information they post online. 
Recently, Internet commentators have claimed that the use of social 
networking websites may enable social media companies to give the in-
formation users provide to a third party, including law enforcement offi-
cials.89  As a result, social networking website users may wonder 
whether the Fourth Amendment protects them.  This Note argues that the 
answer is probably no because the police will likely not be required to 
obtain a warrant to look at the publicly available information on these 
websites. 

IV. A BRIEF HISTORY OF FOURTH AMENDMENT DOCTRINE 

A. Ontario v. Quon: The Fourth Amendment and New Technology 

In City of Ontario v. Quon,90 the Supreme Court addressed a Gov-
ernment search implicating a new technology: a pager.91  In Quon, the 
Government employer suspected inappropriate communication on the 
part of the defendant employee, and so it obtained transcripts of the de-
fendant’s text messages sent using a Government-issued pager.92  The 
privacy policy considered in Quon stated that “the City ‘reserves the 
right to monitor and log all network activity including e-mail and In-
ternet use, with or without notice.  Users should have no expectation of 

87 See Helen A.S. Popkin, Privacy Is Dead on Facebook.  Get Over It., MSNBC.COM 

(Jan. 13, 2010, 8:56 AM), http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34825225/ns/technology_and_sci-
ence-tech_and_gadgets/t/privacy-dead-facebook-get-over-it/#.TxxcHJhA594. 

88 Id. (omission in original). 
89 See generally Robert Charette, Do Facebook Users Forfeit Their 4th Amendment Pro-

tections?, IEEE SPECTRUM (Feb. 2010), http://spectrum.ieee.org/riskfactor/telecom/internet/ 
do-facebook-users-forfeit-their-4th-amendment-protections#. 

90 130 S. Ct. 2619 (2010). 
91 See id. at 2624. 
92 See id. 

http://spectrum.ieee.org/riskfactor/telecom/internet
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34825225/ns/technology_and_sci
https://MSNBC.COM
https://pager.92
https://pager.91
https://cials.89
https://privacy.87
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privacy or confidentiality when using these resources.’”93  As the Court 
stated in Quon, the Fourth Amendment “‘guarantees the privacy, dignity, 
and security of persons against certain arbitrary and invasive acts by of-
ficers of the Government,’ without regard to whether the government 
actor is investigating crime or performing another function.”94  This case 
raised the question of what governmental action is arbitrary.  Govern-
ment officials may not look at tracking information aside from investiga-
tion into a crime,95 but does the user still maintain that privacy and 
dignity in location?  The issue remains open, and further application of 
this principle could change because of the constant evolution of new 
technology. 

In Quon, the Court noted that “[c]ell phone and text message com-
munications are so pervasive that some persons may consider them to be 
essential means or necessary instruments for self-expression, even self-
identification.”96  This is especially relevant now, with mobile phones 
becoming even more easily accessible.97  Internet use on these phones 
continues to alter the factors the courts must consider.  The changing role 
of technology and communication implies the need for a reevaluation of 
policy and a continuing vigilance on the part of social networking 
users.98 

B. Florida v. Riley: Plain View Surveillance 

In the 1989 case Florida v. Riley,99 the Supreme Court considered 
the issue of police surveillance in the Fourth Amendment context.100  In 
that case, a sheriff conducted surveillance from a helicopter after receiv-
ing an anonymous tip that the suspect, Riley, was growing drugs in a 
greenhouse in his backyard.101  From an altitude of four hundred feet, the 

93 Id. at 2625 (quoting Ontario’s “Computer, Usage, Internet and E-Mail Policy”). 
94 Id. at 2627 (quoting Skinner v. Ry. Labor Execs. Assoc., 489 U.S. 602, 613–14 

(1989)). 
95 See Heather Kelly, Police Embrace Social Media as Crime-Fighting Tool, CNN (Aug. 

30, 2012, 5:23 PM), http://www.cnn.com/2012/08/30/tech/social-media/fighting-crime-social-
media/index.html; see also United States v. Meregildo, No. 11 Cr. 576 (WPH), 2012 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 115085, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 10, 2012) (“When a social media user disseminates his 
postings and information to the public, they are not protected by the Fourth Amendment” 
(citing United States v. Katz, 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967))). 

96 Quon, 130 S. Ct. at 2630. 
97 See ITU Releases Latest Global Technology Development Figures, INT’L 

TELECOMMC’N UNION (Oct. 11, 2012), http://www.itu.int/net/pressoffice/press_releases/2012/ 
70.aspx (“Mobile-cellular subscriptions registered continuous double-digit growth in develop-
ing country markets, for a global total of six billion mobile subscriptions by end 2011.”). 

98 See supra note 64 and accompanying text (noting Justice Alito’s recognition of track-
ing through social tools on mobile devices). 

99 488 U.S. 445 (1989). 
100 See id. at 447–48. 
101 See id. at 448. 

http://www.itu.int/net/pressoffice/press_releases/2012
http://www.cnn.com/2012/08/30/tech/social-media/fighting-crime-social
https://users.98
https://accessible.97
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officer discovered the drugs without obtaining a search warrant.102  Riley 
argued that the search was illegal without a warrant and that any infor-
mation gained through this search of the interior of his residential backy-
ard greenhouse should have been suppressed.103  In a 5-4 decision, 
Justice White held for the Court that the action was not a search, and, 
therefore, the officer was not required to obtain a warrant under the 
Fourth Amendment.104  According to the Court, flying at such an altitude 
was not contrary to any law, so any member of the public also could 
have potentially flown that close to Riley’s greenhouse and observed his 
drug operation.105  The Court noted, however, that if flying at that alti-
tude had been against the law, the Government’s actions could have con-
stituted an illegal search.106 

Thus, this case highlighted the notion of plain view and the issue 
raised in Katz of what information is knowingly exposed to the public. 
Applied to social media, could photographs or locations on social 
networking websites be considered plain view with no need for a war-
rant?  While the social networking websites have privacy policies and 
terms of use as detailed in Part III.B supra, a future Court ruling may 
depend on the difference, or lack thereof, between public and private 
profiles. 

V. THE EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY IN FRIENDS AND RELATIONSHIPS: 
SOCIAL NETWORKING AND THE PRETEND FRIEND DOCTRINE 

A. Informants and the Fourth Amendment 

1. Hoffa v. United States: Misplaced Trust in Friends 

How can ordinary human relationships and interactions color the 
Fourth Amendment context?  The Supreme Court addressed this question 
in Hoffa v. United States.107  In Hoffa, an informant obtained incriminat-
ing statements from mobster Jimmy Hoffa for use against him in a wit-
ness tampering prosecution.108  The Court held that the use of an 
informant did not violate the Fourth Amendment because the defendant 
voluntarily gave incriminating information during an ordinary conversa-
tion.109  According to the Court, “The Fourth Amendment can certainly 
be violated by guileful as well as by forcible intrusions into a constitu-

102 See id. 
103 Id. at 447–48. 
104 Id. at 450. 
105 Id. at 451. 
106 Id. 
107 385 U.S. 293 (1966). 
108 See id. at 294–95. 
109 See id. at 303. 
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tionally protected area.”110  However, the Court held that even if the 
means are deceitful, Government officials are free to start a relationship 
with a suspect in the hope of receiving incriminating information.111  The 
Court noted that no Justice “has ever expressed the view that the Fourth 
Amendment protects a wrongdoer’s misplaced belief that a person to 
whom he voluntarily confides his wrongdoing will not reveal it.”112 

Thus, while the use of informants is deceptive, the Court held that “the 
[Government’s] use of secret informers is not per se unconstitutional.”113 

2. United States v. White: Misplaced Trust and Technology 

The Fourth Amendment also does not protect a wrongdoer’s mis-
taken belief that a person to whom he voluntarily confides his wrongdo-
ing will not reveal it.  In United States v. White,114 the Supreme Court 
ruled that a defendant has no reasonable expectation of privacy in the 
details of his conversation with an informant wearing a recording de-
vice.115  The White Court found that those who choose to interact with 
and invest confidence in a person assume the risk of misplacing that con-
fidence.116  Therefore, under White, there is no reasonable expectation of 
privacy in one’s friends, and individuals assume the risk that such con-
versations might be recorded.117 

In dissent, Justice Harlan argued that the Court’s holding under-
mined the sense of security innocent people have in interacting with 
others in a free society.118  Police may use informants, but when record-
ing devices are involved, the considerations are different.119  Arguably, 
the Court’s holding allows the Government to introduce an element that 
does not naturally exist in ordinary human interaction, thereby forcing 
citizens to question their relationships.120  Therefore, Harlan argued, the 
government-issued friend is closer to the recording device used in Katz 
than it is to the ordinary friendship.121 

110 Id. at 301. 
111 See id. at 303. 
112 Id. at 302. 
113 Id. at 311. 
114 401 U.S. 745 (1971). 
115 See id. at 752. 
116 See id. 
117 Id. 
118 Id. at 787 (Harlan, J., dissenting). 
119 See id. at 772. 
120 See id. at 787; Colb, supra note 69, at 143. 
121 See Colb, supra note 69, at 143. 
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B. The Pretend Friend Doctrine 

Many of the recent Fourth Amendment decisions depend on the 
need for reliable evidence.122  The Supreme Court is sometimes reluctant 
to recognize more Fourth Amendment violations because such violations 
lead to the suppression of valuable evidence, allowing a criminal to po-
tentially go free.123  Specifically, the Court has embraced the use of 
“false friends”124 or “pretend friends”125 to intercept information for use 
as evidence. 

The Supreme Court has held that Government officials are free to 
act as pretend friends in an effort to gain the trust of a suspect in the 
hopes of eventually hearing incriminating information to use as evidence 
against that suspect.126  Pretending to be a friend and ultimately be-
traying that purported friendship is not a criminal act.127  In Katz, both 
parties, Katz and his listener, reasonably believed that the conversation 
was private and would not be intercepted.128  However, in White and 
Hoffa, the suspect suffered no violation of privacy because one party to 
the conversation was a traitor that had no expectation of privacy and 
simply succeeded in obtaining incriminating evidence.129  The differing 
outcomes of Katz and the various informant cases suggest that the Court 
expects a certain amount of betrayal and deception in friendships, either 
in the pretend friend cases or normal everyday interactions between real 
friends.130 

Social networking website users naturally have similar expectations 
regarding friendship and privacy as those addressed in the pretend friend 
cases.  This highlights a few considerations in the use of social network-
ing websites.  First, information on websites like Facebook, Twitter, and 
Foursquare may be public if the user does not set the privacy settings to 
display information only to those whom the user has confirmed as a 
“friend,” raising various consent-to-search arguments.  Secondly, a user 
may unknowingly confirm a pretend friend.  Specifically, the user may 
allow an informant to view his or her private information on the social 
networking website under the assumption that the other user is a legiti-
mate, regular user who has no investigative interest in the information 
posted but rather just wants to expand a social network and meet new 

122 See id. at 121. 
123 See id. 
124 See Bernard W. Bell, Secrets and Lies: News Media and Law Enforcement Use of 

Deception as an Investigative Tool, 60 U. PITT. L. REV. 745, 800 (1999). 
125 See Colb, supra note 69, at 139–40. 
126 See, e.g, United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745, 752 (1971). 
127 See Colb, supra note 69, at 141. 
128 See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 359 (1967); Colb, supra note 69, at 141. 
129 See Colb, supra note 69, at 141. 
130 Id. at 141–42. 
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people.  Under the pretend friend line of cases, the user who becomes 
friends with an informant may have no Fourth Amendment protection 
because she had no reasonable expectation of privacy.  On the other 
hand, even one’s own real friend may give the police incriminating evi-
dence.  In the case of Facebook, users are in fact encouraged to report 
suspicious or illegal activity.131  As noted above,132 the Court has repeat-
edly ruled that there is no expectation of privacy in one’s friends, so a 
social networking website user similarly does not have any Fourth 
Amendment protection against her friends’ giving incriminating informa-
tion to Government officials.  Under Katz and the pretend friend cases, 
the social networking website user may receive little to no Fourth 
Amendment protection for information that she knowingly exposed to 
the public or information for which she has no reasonable expectation 
that the friend will relay to a third party. 

Upon reviewing the pretend friend line of cases, one might ask 
whether White and Katz are inconsistent with each other.133  The answer 
is both yes and no. White involves first party surveillance,134 while Katz 
addresses third party surveillance.135  The White Court believed that be-
trayal by one’s friends is a reasonable expectation.136  This notion is not 
without its criticism; according to Cornell Law School Professor Sherry 
F. Colb, a person’s expectation of privacy should not be governed by her 
ability to detect pretend friends.137  While an individual may assume a 
risk in confiding in a friend, there are limitations on that assumption of 
risk.138  That is, the pretend friend may only do what one might assume a 
friend would do, and the confidence and expectation of privacy in one 
party is crucial to the inquiry.139 

VI. SOCIAL NETWORKING AND THE FOURTH AMENDMENT: 
ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Youth and Social Networking 

While this Note attempts to highlight the various privacy concerns 
regarding social networking websites, research suggests that the social 
networking generation may not see a problem with a complete loss of 
privacy.  For example, MTV and the Associated Press recently con-

131 See How to Report Things, FACEBOOK, http://www.facebook.com/report/ (last visited 
Oct. 19, 2012). 

132 See supra note 122 and accompanying text. 
133 See Colb, supra note 69, at 141. 
134 See United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745, 746–47 (1971). 
135 See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 348 (1967). 
136 See White, 401 U.S. at 746. 
137 See Colb, supra note 69, at 141. 
138 See Gouled v. United States, 255 U.S. 298, 305 (1921). 
139 See id. 

http://www.facebook.com/report
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ducted a study regarding privacy issues relating to Facebook in which 
they surveyed users of the social networking website about the impor-
tance they placed on privacy.140  In a poll of 1,355 people, fewer than 
half of those polled were “very upset” about the invasion of privacy on 
their social networking use.141  This study suggests that many people 
may not have an expectation of privacy in the information they post on-
line.  If the youth of today have already relinquished the desire for a 
private life, it is difficult to expect a court to rule in favor of their 
privacy. 

B. Obtaining a Warrant Against a Non-Suspect 

In Zurcher v. Stanford Daily,142 the Supreme Court held that the 
Government may obtain a warrant to search for evidence even if the 
owner of the place to be searched is not suspected of being involved with 
the alleged criminal activity.143  Under the Zurcher standard, the only 
concern is that the evidence will in fact be in the place to be searched.144 

However, Zurcher addressed the First Amendment concerns in searching 
a third party in a way that will compromise the First Amendment free-
dom of the press.145  This standard could conceivably be applied to pro-
tect users’ freedom of speech on social networking websites, from stating 
locations to discussing actions or posting pictures that could suggest that 
criminal activity is occurring or will occur. 

C. The Seizure of Mere Evidence 

Even if the evidence on social networking websites is not the fruit 
of a crime, the photographs, location check-ins, tags, and status updates 
may be sufficient to justify further investigation, arrest, or eventually 
conviction.  In Warden v. Hayden,146 for example, the Supreme Court 
found that the right to seize evidence is not based on the Government’s 
property interest, but rather on the Government and the public’s interest 
in investigating and solving crime.147  That interest allows for the seizure 
of “mere evidence,” which is evidence that is not itself the fruit of a 
crime, but rather provides clues or direction in the commission of a 

140 See Kashmir Hill, Really?  Half of Young People Not That Upset By Hacking of Their 
Facebook and E-mail Accounts, FORBES (Oct. 12, 2011, 1:35 PM), http://www.forbes.com/ 
sites/kashmirhill/2011/10/12/really-half-of-young-people-not-that-upset-by-hacking-of-their-
facebook-and-e-mail-accounts/. 

141 Id. 
142 436 U.S. 547 (1978). 
143 Id. at 567–68. 
144 See id. at 554. 
145 See id. at 563. 
146 387 U.S. 294 (1967). 
147 See id. at 304, 306. 

http://www.forbes.com
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crime.148  Under the mere evidence standard, the Government is free to 
obtain all evidence of a crime.149  In the context of social networking, the 
Government may search websites like Facebook, Twitter, and Four-
square in the hopes of learning more about the suspect’s whereabouts or 
actions.  However, this also means that the Internet user who may not be 
the primary suspect may also be subject to search.  Government officials 
may thus seize this evidence under the Zurcher principle that one may be 
searched even if the officials have no reason to suspect the third party of 
committing the illegal act or assisting the suspect. 

D. Standing and Fourth Amendment Suppression Claims 

In all Fourth Amendment cases, only the person with “standing,” 
i.e., the person with the reasonable expectation of privacy, may argue for 
the suppression of illegally obtained evidence.  In the social networking 
context, who has the expectation of privacy—the user or the social 
networking website?  If the Government searched social networking 
websites for your information, could you even present a claim to sup-
press that evidence? 

Under Rakas v. Illinois,150 the Supreme Court’s decision articulat-
ing Fourth Amendment standing, an individual has standing to argue for 
the suppression of unconstitutionally obtained evidence if she had a legit-
imate expectation of privacy in the place where the evidence was 
seized.151  As in Katz, the person challenging the lawfulness of the 
search must have a subjective expectation of privacy in the place that the 
search occurred.152  The person must also demonstrate that the expecta-
tion of privacy is one that society accepts as reasonable.153 

Therefore, a social networking website user may argue that she has 
an expectation of privacy in the information shared online, but it is also 
arguable that the social networking website holds the privacy interest. 
This is because the terms of use of these websites give the websites the 
rights to information posted online, and the social networking websites 
control any information searched by the Government on those web-
sites.154  Thus, while social networking website users may want their in-
formation to remain private, they may not have the right to raise a claim 
if that information becomes publicly available or illegally searched by 
Government officials. 

148 See id. at 300–01, 310. 
149 See id.; see also FED. R. CRIM. P. 41(c) (stating that a warrant may be issued to search 

for and seize all evidence of a crime). 
150 439 U.S. 128 (1978). 
151 Id. at 135. 
152 See id. at 149. 
153 See id. 
154 See supra Part III.B. 
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CONCLUSION 

As social networking websites become more popular, the legal im-
plications concerning those websites increase.  While the Fourth Amend-
ment protects against unreasonable searches and seizures, the Supreme 
Court will not afford protection to anything it does not consider to be a 
search.  Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare all provide great opportuni-
ties to connect with friends and create new relationships,155 but these 
opportunities may come at a price.  The ordinary Internet user must con-
sider the legal significance of posting private information to a public net-
work.  The 800 million Facebook users, 100 million Twitter users, and 
10 million Foursquare users must stay constantly aware of the legality of 
their actions, especially if they write about those actions online or post 
photographs on public Internet websites.  Additionally, while the Su-
preme Court may not endorse GPS-tracking,156 Internet users may volun-
tarily opt-in to having their location tracked, whether that occurs through 
check-ins or the cookies placed on computers or smartphones. 

Courts judge Fourth Amendment search claims by the Katz reasona-
ble expectation of privacy standard, and this Note argues that social 
networking users cannot expect to maintain a reasonable expectation of 
privacy when they sign away their rights in privacy policies or post infor-
mation for public consumption through their friends or any Internet 
viewers.  The Fourth Amendment case law that has followed the Katz 
decision continues to use this framework, and many citizens have relin-
quished their privacy rights through public disclosure of information. 

America may or may not be in the post-privacy era that Mark Zuck-
erberg describes.157  It is true that youth do not value privacy as much as 
their elders, but their feelings may change when they realize that their 
entire lives can be traced on the Internet.  Lawmakers are becoming more 
aware of the legal significance of social networking, and recent develop-
ments in Internet privacy laws are a step in the right direction.  However, 
the only sure protection is awareness of the information one posts online 
and the image thus projected to Government officials.  In the immortal 
words of Adele, they will “find someone like you.”158 

155 See supra notes 7–19 and accompanying text. 
156 See United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 951–52 (2012). 
157 See Popkin, supra note 87. 
158 ADELE, SOMEONE LIKE YOU (Columbia 2011). 
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 One of the goals of the juvenile law is reformation 

and rehabilitation of the minor’s attitude so that he respects the 

rights of others.  Here, appellant seems to think that his 

felonious conduct is a springboard for braggadocio on the 

internet.  Appellant has First Amendment freedom of speech 

rights.  But the juvenile court may curtail such rights in an 

appropriate case by a narrowly tailored condition of probation.  

This is an appropriate case.     
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 A.A. appeals a dispositional order adjudging him a 

ward of the juvenile court (Welf. & Inst. Code, § 602) and placing 

him on probation after the trial court sustained a petition for 

battery with serious bodily injury.  (Pen. Code, § 243, subd. (d).)  

Appellant contends that a probation condition prohibiting him 

from discussing his case on social media is overbroad and violates 

his First Amendment rights.  We affirm. 

Factual and Procedural History 

 On July 24, 2017, appellant began shooting baskets 

on a YMCA basketball court that Arturo V. was using to coach a 

team of nine to eleven-year-old kids.  Appellant visited the 

facility daily and knew that Arturo was a YMCA sports 

instructor.  Arturo asked appellant to leave multiple times.  He 

refused even though other courts were available.  Arturo reached 

for appellant’s basketball.  This made appellant angry and he 

“sucker punched” Arturo.  He knocked Arturo unconscious in 

front of the youngsters.  Arturo was transported to the hospital 

where he received stitches to the mouth and forehead.  Despite 

two plastic surgeries, Arturo suffered permanent scarring.   

 Before the jurisdictional hearing, appellant posted a 

social media photo of his court subpoena with the caption:  “[N]ew 

Nexflix series coming.  I’m a 16-year-old felon.”  The juvenile 

court admonished appellant not to do any more social media 

postings.  Appellant ignored the juvenile court’s order. 

 During the jurisdictional hearing, appellant posted a 

video of himself dancing to music in front of the courthouse.  

When the juvenile court asked about it, appellant responded:  

“[P]eople knew I was in court; so I shot a video because I do have 

a lot of Instagram followers, and they do tend to like care in a 

sense of what I’m doing.”  The juvenile court ordered defense 
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counsel “to tell your client to stop doing this” and warned that 

appellant “may not have listened to you; so it’s on him.”  The 

juvenile court excluded testimony about the social postings at the 

adjudication hearing but stated that they could be relevant at a 

later stage of the proceedings.    

 At the disposition hearing, the juvenile court ordered 

appellant, as a condition of probation, “not to go on social media 

and post anything that has to do with this offense.  If there’s 

anything you posted already, you’re to take it down.”  Appellant 

agreed to the probation condition.   

Claimed First Amendment Violation 

 Appellant argues that the probation condition is 

overbroad and violates the First Amendment.  He waived the 

issue by not objecting at the disposition hearing.  (People v. Welch 

(1993) 5 Cal.4th 228, 235.)  Assuming, arguendo, that the appeal 

is a facial challenge to the probation condition and not waived 

(see In re Sheena K. (2007) 40 Cal.4th 875, 887, fn. 7), we reject 

the argument that the probation condition is overbroad or 

violates appellant’s First Amendment rights.  A juvenile court 

has broad discretion in imposing probation conditions it 

determines are “fitting and proper to the end that justice may be 

done and the reformation and rehabilitation of the [minor] 

enhanced.”  (Welf. & Inst. Code, § 730, subd. (b).)  A probation 

condition that is consistent with the rehabilitative purpose of 

probation is not overbroad.  (People v Moran (2016) 1 Cal.5th 398, 

407.)   

 Here, the restriction on social media postings is 

precise, narrow, and reasonably tailored to address appellant’s 

posting conduct and rehabilitation.  (In re Sheena K., supra, 40 

Cal.4th at p. 889.)  Appellant failed to appear at a pretrial 
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conference, flaunted the juvenile court’s admonition after posting 

a photo of the subpoena, and showed disrespect for the court 

process when he posted the courthouse-musical video.  Appellant 

said he had a lot of Instagram followers and wanted them to 

know about the case.   

 Juvenile proceedings are not amusing and appellant’s 

attempt to entertain his friends at the expense of the juvenile 

court’s dignity is not to be appreciated.  The juvenile court 

reasonably believed that some of the Instagram followers knew 

the victim and that appellant’s postings about the case, if made, 

would embarrass the victim who was undergoing therapy.    

 Appellant concedes that the restriction on social 

media postings, if read literally, is precise.  But he argues it is 

overbroad because he is precluded from using social media 

postings to express remorse, to praise the efficacy of the juvenile 

justice system, or to inform friends and family about the progress 

of the case.  All of that can be done in other speech forums.  

Appellant is free to discuss the case on the telephone, in person, 

or by correspondence or email.  The order not to discuss the case 

on a social media website is narrowly drawn and restricts use of a 

speech forum that appellant abused during the trial.  “A 

restriction on the mode of communication is viewed more 

tolerantly than a restriction on content.  [Citation.]  Nor does the 

condition of probation unduly restrict [appellant’s] First 

Amendment rights.  Assuming he does not violate the [social 

media] condition, he remains free to exercise his constitutional 

right of expression but must simply employ less sophisticated 

means, such as a landline phone, the mail, or in-person contact.”  

(In re Victor L. (2010) 182 Cal.App.4th 902, 921 [probation 
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condition prohibiting communications on any portable electronic 

device].)   

 The juvenile court reasonably concluded that 

appellant’s compulsion to discuss the case in social media 

postings would invite mischief and render appellant less likely to 

successfully complete probation.  Appellant, as a condition of 

probation, agreed not to “have any contact with or have someone 

else contact the victim[] or witnesses of any offense against you.”  

It is a standard probation condition and could easily be violated if 

appellant discussed the case on social media and his Instagram 

followers contacted the victim.  The probation condition allows 

appellant to use other speech forums should he elect to discuss 

the case with friends or family.  Unlike the cases cited by 

appellant (In re E.O. (2010) 188 Cal.App.4th 1149 [minor 

prohibited from knowingly coming within 25 feet of a 

courthouse]; In re M.F. (2017) 7 Cal.App.5th 489, 495-496 

[electronic device probation condition]), appellant is not 

prohibited from possessing a mobile device, maintaining a social 

media web page, or accessing the internet.   

  The juvenile court did not err in concluding that the 

probation condition was necessary to protect the victim and 

supervise appellant’s rehabilitation.  (In re P.O. (2016) 246 

Cal.App.4th 288, 299 [juvenile courts have broad discretion to 

fashion conditions of probation to further a minor’s 

rehabilitation].)  “Our role in this appeal is to review the 

conditions of probation for facial constitutionality, not to 

micromanage how the juvenile court structures its probation 

conditions.”  (In re Victor L., supra, 182 Cal.App.4th at p. 922.)  
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Ineffective Assistance of Counsel 

 Appellant, in the alternative, claims that his trial 

counsel was ineffective by not objecting to the social media 

probation condition.  To prevail on the claim, appellant must 

show defective performance and resulting prejudice, both of 

which are lacking here.  (Strickland v. Washington (1984) 466 

U.S. 668, 687; People v. Fairbank (1997) 16 Cal.4th 1223, 1241.)  

Defense counsel does not render ineffective assistance by 

declining to raise meritless objections.  (People v. Price (1991) 1 

Cal.4th 324, 387.)  An objection to this term and condition of 

probation “would have been a classic exercise in futility.”  (People 

v. Eckstrom (1974) Cal.App.3d 996, 1003.) 

Disposition 

 The judgment (probation order prohibiting appellant 

from making social media postings about the case) is affirmed.  

 CERTIFIED FOR PUBLICATION. 

 

    YEGAN, J. 

 

We concur: 
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Every second of every day, there are six thousand tweets sent out. Facebook has 2.45 billion 
users. One billion people posted on instagram in 2019. Doctors offices, financial institutions, 
treatment centers, religious institutions and the press all communicate with citizens on social 
media, using its calendaring and networking capabilities to make managing appointments and 
practices more efficient. 

Law enforcement has responded. A number of major police departments have formed social 
media units meant to search for crimes on social media, serve subpoenas when social media 
more than 180 days old is desired by law enforcement and obtaining warrants for cases when 
the contents are less than 180 days old. Often, social media information is offered through a 
complaining witness without an appropriate foundation. This new landscape often hurts our 
clients but also leads to a trove of new ways of challenging the State's case.  

A. The Stored Communications Act 

Under the Stored Communications Act of 1986 (yes, that's right), Congress established the 
process for obtaining information from third party servers then in response to concerns that 
faxes and early forms of shared information were protected. While amending the Stored 
Communications Act has often been discussed, particularly in the wake of the Cambridge 
Analytica case during the testimony of Facebook executive Mark Zuckerberg, it has never 
become politically popular enough to be passed.  

The Stored Communications Act provides that compelled disclosure of such records must be 
done by a warrant if the contents of the items sought are less than 180 days old. If they are 
more than 180 days old, they can be sought with a subpoena instead of a warrant. The only 
exception is for a basic description of who owns an account and account information, which can 
be sent without either.  

The process for a subpoena does not require probable cause, instead requiring only some 
relevancy of the evidence; however, there must be a period for the service to provide an 
objection. Many services routinely object with the most famous being Twitter in the case of 
Harris v. New York. There, an Occupy Wall Street protestor's information was sought in order to 
prove disorderly conduct. The amicus brief is attached to these materials and is worth reading 



as you craft your arguments for privacy. The Supreme Court has commented that these issues 
are likely to come before the Court soon. In that case, the Court compelled production and the 
defendant pled guilty prior to the appeal. It is obviously critical that the user also file an 
objection to any such subpoena.  

Decisions about aspects of the constitutionality of the SCA have gone both directions. The Court 
has ruled that cell phone location data can not be retrieved without a warrant even when it is 
more than 180 days old; however, thus far lower court decisions on the ability to get that 
information from social media have mostly found it to be constitutional. As social media takes 
over more aspects of our lives, including those aspects that have traditionally been private, the 
Act needs to be challenged in order to preserve the average citizen's right to privacy.  

B. Constitutional Challenges 

 There are a number of constitutional challenges both to the subpoena and warrant processes 
for retrieving such user information. The most traditional line of argument has largely failed but 
is worth preservation - the right to privacy in posts that are not public or to a whole collection 
of posts. The right to privacy expected in messaging or calendaring. Many of the decisions made 
by lower Courts were in the early days of social media information when the main function of 
such apps was posting or sharing posts. Now that social media applications are working 
themselves into other aspects of our lives including through GPS monitoring of any cell phone 
logged into one of the services, those challenges have more sway with the Court.  

We all know that GPS units can not be placed on cars without a warrant; however, there is 
some chance that the Court will rule that GPS information from Facebook, etc... will be allowed 
by subpoena because there is no physical trespass onto a client's property that comes from 
data freely given to Facebook. So far, the government largely has not been introducing that 
evidence; however, it is clear that we will be getting more and more of that information in the 
future. There, defense attorneys must focus the court on the expectation of privacy argument. 
While we may not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in our posts, our GPS data is not 
something a reasonable person would believe is public. Further, the terms of agreement with 
social media services agree that such information remains the user's information and that there 
is an expectation that it will remain private.  

The quickest growth in suppression on these cases can be found in arguing that warrants, 
subpoenas and court orders are overbroad and not limited to the information that there might 
be cause to find. Federal caselaw and caselaw in many States allows for a challenge to any 
electronic search that may be overbroad. See the sample memorandum for ideas about how to 
argue a motion to suppress on these bases. Without specificity, the government is essentially 
requesting years’ worth of information that could not possibly be related to the crimes at hand 
and then rummaging through that information for anything incriminating. We particularly see 
this in sexual abuse cases where the government is looking for damning propensity evidence or 
in drug cases where the government is looking for evidence of prior drug transactions. Courts 



have generally found that the government must limit these requests in scope to only relate to 
specific items for which there is probable cause. Obviously, a post made public has no 
expectation of privacy; however, if the mechanism by which the government retrieves even 
those posts is a defective warrant, then you can often get all of the information thrown out.  

When a warrant is used, you also have all of the traditional constitutional arguments to attack 
the warrant - namely that the search was actual absent probable cause or that the probable 
cause stated does not relate to the information sought. Simply having probable cause of a DUII, 
for instance, would not allow for a warrant for someone's bank records. Be litigious in fighting 
whether there is probable cause for the items requested.  

C. Authentication of Evidence 

Another powerful tool at your disposal in contesting social media evidence is challenging the 
method of authenticating that evidence based on the rules of evidence. Often, the State will try 
and introduce the evidence through a custodian of records. That custodian has no idea whether 
the profile is legitimately created and maintained by your client or not and will testify as such. 
Accordingly, many courts have found that such information cannot be authenticated by a 
custodian. Similarly, a complaining witness who is called to authenticate the information may 
have no reason to believe that the information was created or maintained by your client or 
their codefendants.  

Generally, authentication is satisfied by evidence sufficient to support a finding that the matter 
in question is what its proponent claims. FRE 901 seems to allow testimony from a witness with 
knowledge to be enough to authenticate evidence; however, it is clear that social media 
records are not self-authenticating as a business record. Facebook nor any other service creates 
such records to verify the substance of communications they store.  
 
Some courts have set a more difficult bar for prosecutors seeking to admit such evidence. 
Currently, there are three tests used across the country for authentication of social media 
evidence:  
                          (1) The Exclusionary Fact Standard – The Maryland Supreme Court in Griffin v. 
State, 19 A. 3d 415 (Md. Ct. App. 2011) disallowed admitting a post from the defendant’s 
girlfriends Myspace saying “Free Boozy!!! Just remember snitches get stitches!! U Know Who 
You Are!!” In that case, the State attempted to authenticate the post with the user information 
for the profile including records of the birth date, location and a photo of the defendant’s 
girlfriend. Commenting on the nature of social media and saying there is great potential for 
fabricating or tampering with such evidence, the Court there said that the State is required to 
present evidence disproving the prospect that someone other than the proposed witness 
posted the information. The Second Circuit adopted that standard in United States v. Vayner, 
769 F. 3d 125 (2014).  
 



 
  (2) The Reasonable Juror Standard – A number of jurisdictions have adopted the 
traditional test for authentication meaning that there only need be a prima facie showing of the 
fact that the evidence could be found by a reasonable juror to be what it is purported to be. 
There, concerns over ownership go to weight but not admissibility. Texas, Delaware, the Fourth 
and Eighth Circuits as well as Georgia, Indiana, Colorado, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, New 
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Washington have adopted this approach.  
 
     (3) The Reasonable Juror-Plus Standard – The Fifth Circuit and Massachusetts 
have applied a hybrid standard that does not require affirmative disproof that someone else 
made a post but require that there must be confirming circumstances beyond the reasonable 
juror standard that show that the post was made by who the government believes it was 
created by. The Massaschusetts court excluded nasty messages exchanged with a pre-adoptive 
mother saying that the expert witness who testified that the communicatinos were between 
the two parties did not have any such confirming circumstances other than knowledge of the 
way the messaging system worked. In United States v. Winters, 530 Fed. Appx. 390 (5th Cir. 
2013), the Court refused to allow photographs that did not include the defendant because they 
could not show that the photographs were genuine (or showed ownership of the guns or drugs 
in those photos).  

D. Fake Friends 

Just as the government is allowed to pretend to be your client's friend in real life, they are 
allowed to do so on the internet. The government can pose as one of your client's high school 
classmates and friend request them in order to look at the information that would otherwise be 
restricted to certain friend lists. What could complicate this would be if the client was 
represented and the DA's office was a party to the friending - as that would arguably be contact 
with a represented party by the DA's office. Our DA's office has friended clients in the past 
posing as another party and the Courts have not been kind to those attorneys. A strong 
argument for any defense practitioner facing that situation is that defense counsel is clearly 
barred from doing the same.  
 

E. Production of Exculpatory Facebook Information for the Defense  

While this is not the topic of this discussion, it is important to note that Courts are now allowing 
motions for early production to be filed by the defense in order to compel exculpatory evidence 
in favor of the defense from social media companies. Feel free to contact me to discuss the 
process if you believe there are social media records that would be beneficial to your cases.  
 
 

 



F. Probation Violations  

The Court routinely bans certain offenders from social media entirely. In those cases, object 
that social media is part of First Amendment protected speech and that any condition of 
probation must be narrowly tailored to achieve that. So, certain types of messaging restrictions 
or posting restrictions are more constitutionally valid that carte blanche banning a probationer 
or pretrial release candidate. See Packingham v. North Carolina, 137 S. Ct. 1730 (2017) 
declaring a North Carolina statue that declared it a felony charge for sex offenders to be on 
social media sites where minors were. Also read attached summary of The People v. A.A.  
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	The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution states that the “right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause . . . .” Recent Internet developments raise the question of whether this right extends to social networking. Even Justice Alito recognized the issue in his United average person’s expectations about the privacy of his or her daily movements
	2
	States v.
	 Jones concurrence, noting that social tools “will 
	. . . shape the 
	3 


	In the social networking context, can law enforcement use a photograph, check-in, or status update posted online to justify further search or 
	-

	1 The descriptions of social networking websites within this Note reflect the policies and format of the websites at the time of writing. The privacy policies of social networking websites are constantly evolving and may change at any time after the researching and writing of this Note. 
	2 U.S. CONST. amend. IV. 
	3 132 S. Ct. 945, 963 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring) (“Similarly, phone-location-tracking services are offered as ‘social’ tools, allowing consumers to find (or to avoid) others who enroll in these services. The availability and use of these and other new devices will continue to shape the average person’s expectations about the privacy of his or her daily movements.”). 
	even arrest? Under current Fourth Amendment case law, most notably Katz v. United States, the answer seems to be yes. Justice Harlan’s concurring opinion in Katz v. United States has come to govern the standard for what qualifies as a search under the Fourth Amendment. In short, the Fourth Amendment applies in situations where an individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy. This standard cannot be satisfied in social networking. From news stories to privacy controls and even to user updates themselve
	4
	-
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	This Note details applicable Fourth Amendment case law and concludes that all social networking users should be wary of the information they post online. Government officials may use public information to justify an arrest or conviction, and without Fourth Amendment protection, users may be subject to criminal liability based on personal photographs, location check-ins, or status updates posted on social networking websites. 
	-
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	The statistics on social networking are staggering. The most popular social networking website, Facebook, has become a worldwide phenomenon. Facebook allows users to share photos, status updates, their location, and other media with their “friends.” Facebook alone has more than one billion users, and the average Facebook user shares ninety pieces of information each month. Facebook sees over one million photographs uploaded every twenty  Additionally, more than six hundred million active users access Facebo
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	minutes.
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	location.
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	location.
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	Twitter is a social networking website that allows users to share small status updates (under 140 characters) and photos with their “fol
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	10 Aden Hepburn, Facebook Statistics, Stats & Facts for 2011, DIGITAL BUZZ BLOG (Jan. 18, 2011), /. 
	http://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/facebook-statistics-stats-facts-2011

	11 See One Billion Fact Sheet, supra note 9. 
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	lowers.” Twitter status updates sometimes reflect the users’ random thoughts, but users also post their locations or photos in their “tweets.”Twitter has over 100 million active users worldwide, and the website manages an average of 230 million tweets  While half of those 100 million users log into Twitter daily, some 40% of users do not share updates of their own, but instead merely view the tweets posted by 
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	everyday.
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	others.
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	Finally, Foursquare, a relatively new social networking platform, allows users to “check-in” to locations, providing real-time updates of the users’ Foursquare is also accessible through a mobile phone application, allowing instantaneous sharing of information, but many users fail to consider the public exposure of their 
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	locations.
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	 Foursquare currently has over 10 million users.
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	whereabouts.
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	With so many social networking website users, there is a need to protect the information placed on those websites. For example, what happens to users who do not properly manage their use of these websites? Is there any protection against the police using that information, in the form of photos, check-ins, or tags, to justify a search or even an arrest? Do users face police action based on their online postings? The Supreme Court has yet to weigh in on the Fourth Amendment’s relationship with social networki
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	This Note focuses on the privacy implications of social networking activity in the context of location tracking. Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare are all capable of tracking users’ locations while they are logged into the website, and the Fourth Amendment may not apply to this type of location tracking. This Note also discusses the Fourth Amendment 
	-

	13 About Twitter, TWITTER,  (last visited Oct. 19, 2012). 14 Id. 15 Bianca Bosker, Twitter Finally Shares Key Stats: 40 Percent of Active Users Are 
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	19 See Some Notes on Foursquare and Location Sharing, FOURSQUARE LABS, INC., http:// / (last visited Oct. 19, 2012). 
	blog.foursquare.com/2010/08/17/967910179

	20 See United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 963 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring) (noting that “phone-location-tracking services are offered as ‘social’ tools, allowing consumers to find (or to avoid) others who enroll in these services. The availability and use of these and other new devices will continue to shape the average person’s expectations about the privacy of his or her daily movements.”). 
	case law detailing the reasonable expectation of privacy standard and concludes that any media placed on social networking websites—including location check-ins—may be without Fourth Amendment protection, because, in the words of the Katz opinion, the social networking users knowingly exposed that information to the  Thus, Government officials may use any information posted on these websites to justify an arrest or as evidence in a case against a suspect. This Note details the users’ need to remain aware of
	21
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	public.
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	Part I of this Note discusses the Katz reasonable expectation of privacy standard. Part II details Fourth Amendment doctrine in the context of location tracking, including considerations of plain view movements and the use of Global Positioning System (GPS) trackers. Part III discusses various implications of the Fourth Amendment in social networking, including consent and “opting in” to the privacy rules of Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare. This Part also addresses recent developments in several cases imp
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	I. KATZ V. UNITED STATES AND THE REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY TEST 
	The leading case governing Fourth Amendment searches remains Katz v. United . In Katz, Justice Harlan argued in his concurrence that Fourth Amendment violations must be decided under a reasonable expectation of privacy  In this case, the defendant used a public pay phone to place illegal gambling  The FBI had attached an electronic device to the phone booth to listen to Katz’s call, and the officers used the information that they gathered while listening to the call to justify Katz’s arrest and  Katz appeal
	States
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	standard.
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	wagers.
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	conviction.
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	Amendment.
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	21 See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 360 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring). 22 See id. 23 Id. at 359. 24 Id. at 360. 25 See id. at 348. 26 See id. 27 Id. at 350. 
	with Katz, stating that the wiretapping constituted a search because it violated Katz’s reasonable expectation that his conversation would not be broadcast to the world regardless of the lawfulness of Katz’s 
	actions.
	28 

	As the Katz Court stated, “Virtually every governmental action interferes with personal privacy to some degree. The question in each case is whether that interference violates a command of the United States Constitution.” The Fourth Amendment right against unlawful searches and seizures governs the  Writing for the majority, Justice Stewart argued that “[w]hat a person knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection.”
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	29
	inquiry.
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	Because social networking websites are still in their infancy, the Court has yet not narrowed the definition of “knowingly exposed” for application to social networking website activity. However, these websites have become one of the most common modes of communication, and it seems inevitable that this issue will soon reach the  Because of the privacy guidelines disclosed on each social networking website, location check-ins may be considered knowingly exposed to the public; to join a social network, the us
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	Court.
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	Under Katz, even if the information is knowingly exposed, what a defendant “seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible to the public, may be constitutionally protected.” In a public phone booth, for example, an individual “is surely entitled to assume that the words he 
	34

	28 Id. at 356–57. 
	29 Id. at 350 n. 5. 
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	31 Id. at 351. 
	32 See United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 963 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring) (noting that “phone-location-tracking services are offered as ‘social’ tools, allowing consumers to find (or to avoid) others who enroll in these services. The availability and use of these and other new devices will continue to shape the average person’s expectations about the privacy of his or her daily movements.”). 
	33 See infra Part III. 
	34 Katz, 389 U.S. at 351. 
	utters into the mouthpiece will not be broadcast to the world.” However, many users communicate via social networking precisely for the purpose of broadcasting information to the world, or at least to the insular social world of their friend  While some web users have already suffered criminal sanctions for actions described in social networking “brags,” even more users likely remain unaware of the legal consequences of what they post online. 
	35
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	network.
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	II. LOCATION TRACKING AND THE FOURTH AMENDMENT 
	A. United States v. Karo: Tracking Movement 
	Does the Fourth Amendment protect any form of location tracking? The Supreme Court looked at this question in United States v. Karo. In Karo, the police used a beeper to track the movement of a can of ether inside the defendant’s  The Court stated that the defendant had a reasonable expectation of privacy in his home and that, because the officers could not have seen what was happening inside the house, the beeper gave the Government sensitive information from a constitutionally protected area. Because the 
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	house.
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	search.
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	Knotts
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	B. United States v. Knotts: Location Tracking in Plain View 
	Smith v. Maryland restated the following test for reasonableness under Katz: “application of the Fourth Amendment depends on whether the person invoking its protection can claim a ‘justifiable,’ a ‘reasonable,’ or a ‘legitimate expectation of privacy’ that has been invaded by government action.” Under this test, a court must answer two questions. First, it must consider “whether the individual, by his conduct, has ‘exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy,’” specifically, 
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	36 See generally Social Networking’s Good and Bad Impacts on Kids, AM. PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOC. (Aug. 6, 2011), (noting teenagers’ narcissistic tendencies in Facebook posting). 
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	37 See, e.g., Kelly Burgess, Facebook Bragging About Poaching Leads to Charges Against Man, L.A. TIMESposts/2011/05/facebook-bragging-leads-to-felony-poaching-arrest.html. 
	 (May 27, 2011, 10:27 AM), http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/out
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	45 Id. (quoting Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 361 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring)). 
	if “‘he seeks to preserve [something] as private.’” Second, that court must consider “whether the individual’s subjective expectation of privacy is ‘one that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’”Specifically, was the expectation justifiable “under the circumstances”?
	46
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	In United States v. Knotts, Government officials tracked the movement of the defendant’s car using a beeper device placed inside a container of  The car carrying the container travelled on “public thoroughfares where both its occupants and its contents [were] in plain view.” The Court rejected the defendant’s Fourth Amendment claim, holding that no search had taken place because anyone could have seen the car’s public movements, so the use of the beeper was therefore  The Court held that if the car was in p
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	irrelevant.
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	C. United States v. Jones: The Fourth Amendment and GPS Tracking 
	In the 2012 case United States v. Jones, the Supreme Court held that the use of a GPS tracker to monitor a car’s movement constitutes a search under the Fourth  In Jones, District of Columbia police suspected the defendant of trafficking drugs and hoped to obtain information about Jones’s whereabouts to determine his role in a conspiracy to possess and distribute  Officers attached a GPS tracker 
	56
	Amendment.
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	cocaine.
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	51 Id. at 281 (quoting Cardwell v. Lewis, 417 U.S. 583 (1974) (plurality opinion)). 
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	55 Under the plain view exception to the Fourth Amendment, officers may seize evidence found in plain view if they are engaged in legitimate police activity. See Horton v. California, 496 U.S. 128, 142 (1990). Similarly, if an officer hopes to obtain a warrant, his observations of plain view evidence may provide the basis for probable cause to search. See Steele v. United States, 267 U.S. 498, 504–05 (1925). 
	56 132 S. Ct. 945 (2012). 
	57 See id. at 951–52. 
	58 See id. at 948. The District of Columbia police obtained a warrant to attach a GPS tracker to Jones’s car, but the tracker was attached in Maryland rather than the District of 
	to Jones’s car and received more than 2,000 pages of data from the tracker that ultimately placed Jones at the conspirators’ “stash house,” which contained $850,000 in cash, ninety-seven kilograms of cocaine, and one kilogram of cocaine base. The Government argued that the defendant had no reasonable expectation of privacy in his plain view movement under Knotts, and, therefore, the tracking did not implicate the Fourth  The Court, however, held that the use of a GPS tracker to track a car’s movement was a 
	59
	Amendment.
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	Justice Sotomayor’s concurring opinion emphasized the physical intrusion into Jones’s property, while Justice Alito concurred under the Katz reasonable expectation of privacy test. Justice Alito specifically noted the growing use of tracking through mobile devices, stating that tracking through “‘social’ tools” on phones can shape expectations of  While the Government may not attach a GPS tracker to one’s “effects” under the Fourth Amendment, Jones likely does not preclude tracking movement through social n
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	privacy.
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	company.
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	However, the Court noted that physical intrusion is not the only relevant inquiry; rather, the Fourth Amendment commands a combination of the Katz reasonable expectation of privacy test with a “commonlaw trespassory test.” Social networking tracking would likely pass both parts of this test because, here, there is neither a reasonable expecta-
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	Columbia. Thus, the Government was forced to concede that it did not comply with the war
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	rant but argued that no warrant was required under the Fourth Amendment. See id. 
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	62 See id. at 954–55 (Sotomayor, J., concurring). 
	63 See id. at 957–58 (Alito, J., concurring). 
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	66 See discussion on privacy policy, infra Part III, noting that social networking companies gain control over information posted on their websites. 
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	67 Jones, 132 S. Ct. at 952 (“[A]s we have discussed, the Katz reasonable-expectation-ofprivacy test has been added to, not substituted for, the common-law trespassory test.”) (emphasis in original). 
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	tion of privacy under Katz, nor is there physical trespass. Additionally, the inquiry could turn on the Internet’s status as a “protected area” under the Fourth  While it is only one part of a Fourth Amendment test, and it may not decide Fourth Amendment reasonableness, a court could conclude that social networking websites are not protected areas, and, thus, a user has no reasonable expectation of privacy. 
	Amendment.
	68
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	III. SOCIAL NETWORKING AND FOURTH AMENDMENT IMPLICATIONS 
	A. Social Networking and Consent 
	As discussed in Part I supra, the average social networking website user may have no real expectation of privacy regarding the information that she shares on social networking websites. There is, however, another consideration in the Fourth Amendment context. Even if the Court were to hold that social networking websites are subject to Fourth Amendment protection, much of the user information viewable by law enforcement on those websites may instead fall within the consent search framework. That is, while t
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	warrant.
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	Although the line between consensual and non-consensual searches may be unclear, the Court justifies this uncertainty because of the “overlap” between the two considerations. In a consent search, a person willingly gives up the right to privacy based on some action on her part, usually by verbally agreeing to the  In the social networking context, therefore, the user’s actions and acceptance of the website’s privacy policy may be considered a general consent to a search. The privacy policies detailed in the
	70
	search.
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	B. Privacy Rules 
	Facebook’s Statement of Rights and Responsibilities acts as the 
	user’s guidelines to privacy protections: You own all of the content and information you post on Facebook, and you can control how it is shared through your privacy and application settings. In addition: 
	68 See id. at 953. 69 See Sherry F. Colb, What Is a Search? Two Conceptual Flaws in Fourth Amendment 
	Doctrine and Some Hints of a Remedy, 55 STAN. L. REV. 119, 148 (2002). 70 See id. 71 See id. 
	1. For content that is covered by intellectual property rights, like photos and videos (IP content), you specifically give us the following permission, subject to your privacy and application settings: you grant us a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable, royalty-free, worldwide license to use any IP content that you post on or in connection with Facebook (IP License). This IP License ends when you delete your IP content or your account unless your content has been shared with others, and they have no
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	Twitter’s privacy policy governs the user’s status updates: Our Services are primarily designed to help you share information with the world. Most of the information you provide us is information you are asking us to make pub
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	lic. This includes not only the messages you Tweet and the metadata provided with Tweets, such as when you Tweeted, but also the lists you create, the people you follow, the Tweets you mark as favorites or Retweet and many other bits of information that result from your use of the Services. Our default is almost always to make the information you provide public for as long as you do not delete it from Twitter, but we generally give you settings to make the information more private if you want. Your public i
	-
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	public.
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	Foursquare’s privacy policy warns of the dangers of making infor
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	mation public to friends and others: Your “friends” can see the location and time of each of your check-ins, first name and last initial, email, phone number, photo, hometown, mayorships and badges, links 
	72 Statement of Rights and Responsibilities, FACEBOOK, / terms (last visited Sept. 7, 2012). 
	http://www.facebook.com/legal

	73 Privacy Policy, TWITTER,  (last visited Sept. 7, 2012). 
	https://twitter.com/privacy

	to your Twitter and Facebook accounts (if you have connected those accounts to your foursquare account), a list of your friends, Tips you write, and items on your To-Do list. . . . Individuals reading this information may use it or disclose it to other individuals or entities without our control and without your knowledge. We therefore urge you to think carefully about including any specific information you may deem private in Shouts or To Dos or other content (location or otherwise) that you create in the 
	-
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	Service.
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	C. Privacy Policies and Reasonable Expectations 
	In Katz v. United States, Justice Harlan argued in his concurrence that “electronic as well as physical intrusion into a place [where a person has a constitutionally protected reasonable expectation of privacy] may constitute a violation of the Fourth Amendment.” This suggests that Internet use may be afforded some Fourth Amendment protection after all. Nevertheless, it may be difficult to draw the line between public and private electronic information on social networking websites. As Justice Black notes i
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	D. Recent Developments in Social Networking Use 
	Aside from the tags that users apply to their photographs, locations, and status updates, Facebook and other social networking websites raise another issue—the use of “cookies” that track the user’s web use outside of the social network. Specifically, if the user stays logged into a social networking website, the companies can track the websites viewed by the user and the locations from which those websites were  Many Facebook users keep their computer constantly logged into the website for reasons of conve
	accessed.
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	77 Class Action Complaint, Davis v. Facebook, Inc., No. 5:11-c-v-04834, at 2 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 30, 2011). 
	Facebook may be tracking their web use. In September 2011, Facebook admitted that “it has installed the cookies on users’ computers that track the internet [sic] activity of users even after they have logged off of Facebook.” Additional lawsuits were filed in Kansas over cookies and  Aside from the location tracking on computers, many users keep their smartphones constantly logged into the Facebook website. The Supreme Court may be reluctant to endorse GPS-tracking,but these websites are able to track user 
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	While the privacy concerns are vast and complicated, there is hope for the ordinary user. That hope comes from what may be an unlikely place—lawmakers. Recently, United States senators John McCain and John Kerry, with the support of the Department of Commerce, introduced a bill proposing a “privacy bill of rights” for Internet Congress is still considering this proposal, but, in the meantime, federal investigators continue to use social networking websites to their benefit. For example, in recent years, Gov
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	Even with the potential protection of a statute, the average social networking website user may not actually be concerned about her privacy rights. Facebook creator Mark Zuckerberg, arguably the most 
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	amendment/. 
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	prominent figure in the social networking world, recently expressed the view that Facebook users do not care about their  After an unforeseen privacy breach on the Facebook website, Zuckerberg responded to the problem, stating: 
	privacy.
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	. . . [I]n the last 5 or 6 years, blogging has taken off in a huge way and all these different services that have people sharing all this information. People have really gotten comfortable not only sharing more information and different kinds, but more openly and with more people. That social norm is just something that’s evolved over time.
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	Meanwhile, social networking website users may soon become more aware of the legal ramifications of the information they post online. Recently, Internet commentators have claimed that the use of social networking websites may enable social media companies to give the information users provide to a third party, including law enforcement offi As a result, social networking website users may wonder whether the Fourth Amendment protects them. This Note argues that the answer is probably no because the police wi
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	cials.
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	IV. A BRIEF HISTORY OF FOURTH AMENDMENT DOCTRINE 
	A. Ontario v. Quon: The Fourth Amendment and New Technology 
	In City of Ontario v. Quon, the Supreme Court addressed a Government search implicating a new technology: a  In Quon, the Government employer suspected inappropriate communication on the part of the defendant employee, and so it obtained transcripts of the defendant’s text messages sent using a Government-issued  The privacy policy considered in Quon stated that “the City ‘reserves the right to monitor and log all network activity including e-mail and Internet use, with or without notice. Users should have 
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	privacy or confidentiality when using these resources.’” As the Court stated in Quon, the Fourth Amendment “‘guarantees the privacy, dignity, and security of persons against certain arbitrary and invasive acts by officers of the Government,’ without regard to whether the government actor is investigating crime or performing another function.” This case raised the question of what governmental action is arbitrary. Government officials may not look at tracking information aside from investigation into a crime
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	In Quon, the Court noted that “[c]ell phone and text message communications are so pervasive that some persons may consider them to be essential means or necessary instruments for self-expression, even selfidentification.” This is especially relevant now, with mobile phones becoming even more easily  Internet use on these phones continues to alter the factors the courts must consider. The changing role of technology and communication implies the need for a reevaluation of policy and a continuing vigilance o
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	B. Florida v. Riley: Plain View Surveillance 
	In the 1989 case Florida v. Riley, the Supreme Court considered the issue of police surveillance in the Fourth Amendment context. In that case, a sheriff conducted surveillance from a helicopter after receiving an anonymous tip that the suspect, Riley, was growing drugs in a greenhouse in his backyard. From an altitude of four hundred feet, the 
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	officer discovered the drugs without obtaining a search warrant. Riley argued that the search was illegal without a warrant and that any information gained through this search of the interior of his residential backyard greenhouse should have been suppressed. In a 5-4 decision, Justice White held for the Court that the action was not a search, and, therefore, the officer was not required to obtain a warrant under the Fourth Amendment. According to the Court, flying at such an altitude was not contrary to an
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	Thus, this case highlighted the notion of plain view and the issue raised in Katz of what information is knowingly exposed to the public. Applied to social media, could photographs or locations on social networking websites be considered plain view with no need for a warrant? While the social networking websites have privacy policies and terms of use as detailed in Part III.B supra, a future Court ruling may depend on the difference, or lack thereof, between public and private profiles. 
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	V. THE EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY IN FRIENDS AND RELATIONSHIPS: SOCIAL NETWORKING AND THE PRETEND FRIEND DOCTRINE 
	A. Informants and the Fourth Amendment 
	1. Hoffa v. United States: Misplaced Trust in Friends 
	How can ordinary human relationships and interactions color the Fourth Amendment context? The Supreme Court addressed this question in Hoffa v. United States. In Hoffa, an informant obtained incriminating statements from mobster Jimmy Hoffa for use against him in a witness tampering prosecution. The Court held that the use of an informant did not violate the Fourth Amendment because the defendant voluntarily gave incriminating information during an ordinary conversation. According to the Court, “The Fourth 
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	tionally protected area.” However, the Court held that even if the means are deceitful, Government officials are free to start a relationship with a suspect in the hope of receiving incriminating information. The Court noted that no Justice “has ever expressed the view that the Fourth Amendment protects a wrongdoer’s misplaced belief that a person to whom he voluntarily confides his wrongdoing will not reveal it.”Thus, while the use of informants is deceptive, the Court held that “the [Government’s] use of 
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	2. United States v. White: Misplaced Trust and Technology 
	The Fourth Amendment also does not protect a wrongdoer’s mistaken belief that a person to whom he voluntarily confides his wrongdoing will not reveal it. In United States v. White, the Supreme Court ruled that a defendant has no reasonable expectation of privacy in the details of his conversation with an informant wearing a recording device. The White Court found that those who choose to interact with and invest confidence in a person assume the risk of misplacing that confidence. Therefore, under White, th
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	In dissent, Justice Harlan argued that the Court’s holding undermined the sense of security innocent people have in interacting with others in a free society. Police may use informants, but when recording devices are involved, the considerations are different. Arguably, the Court’s holding allows the Government to introduce an element that does not naturally exist in ordinary human interaction, thereby forcing citizens to question their relationships. Therefore, Harlan argued, the government-issued friend i
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	B. The Pretend Friend Doctrine 
	Many of the recent Fourth Amendment decisions depend on the need for reliable evidence. The Supreme Court is sometimes reluctant to recognize more Fourth Amendment violations because such violations lead to the suppression of valuable evidence, allowing a criminal to potentially go free. Specifically, the Court has embraced the use of “false friends” or “pretend friends” to intercept information for use as evidence. 
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	The Supreme Court has held that Government officials are free to act as pretend friends in an effort to gain the trust of a suspect in the hopes of eventually hearing incriminating information to use as evidence against that suspect. Pretending to be a friend and ultimately betraying that purported friendship is not a criminal act. In Katz, both parties, Katz and his listener, reasonably believed that the conversation was private and would not be intercepted. However, in White and Hoffa, the suspect suffere
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	Social networking website users naturally have similar expectations regarding friendship and privacy as those addressed in the pretend friend cases. This highlights a few considerations in the use of social networking websites. First, information on websites like Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare may be public if the user does not set the privacy settings to display information only to those whom the user has confirmed as a “friend,” raising various consent-to-search arguments. Secondly, a user may unknowin
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	people. Under the pretend friend line of cases, the user who becomes friends with an informant may have no Fourth Amendment protection because she had no reasonable expectation of privacy. On the other hand, even one’s own real friend may give the police incriminating evidence. In the case of Facebook, users are in fact encouraged to report suspicious or illegal activity. As noted above, the Court has repeatedly ruled that there is no expectation of privacy in one’s friends, so a social networking website u
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	Upon reviewing the pretend friend line of cases, one might ask whether White and Katz are inconsistent with each other. The answer is both yes and no. White involves first party surveillance, while Katz addresses third party surveillance. The White Court believed that betrayal by one’s friends is a reasonable expectation. This notion is not without its criticism; according to Cornell Law School Professor Sherry 
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	F. Colb, a person’s expectation of privacy should not be governed by her ability to detect pretend friends. While an individual may assume a risk in confiding in a friend, there are limitations on that assumption of risk. That is, the pretend friend may only do what one might assume a friend would do, and the confidence and expectation of privacy in one party is crucial to the inquiry.
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	VI. SOCIAL NETWORKING AND THE FOURTH AMENDMENT: ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
	A. Youth and Social Networking 
	While this Note attempts to highlight the various privacy concerns regarding social networking websites, research suggests that the social networking generation may not see a problem with a complete loss of privacy. For example, MTV and the Associated Press recently con
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	ducted a study regarding privacy issues relating to Facebook in which they surveyed users of the social networking website about the importance they placed on privacy. In a poll of 1,355 people, fewer than half of those polled were “very upset” about the invasion of privacy on their social networking use. This study suggests that many people may not have an expectation of privacy in the information they post on-line. If the youth of today have already relinquished the desire for a private life, it is diffic
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	B. Obtaining a Warrant Against a Non-Suspect 
	In Zurcher v. Stanford Daily, the Supreme Court held that the Government may obtain a warrant to search for evidence even if the owner of the place to be searched is not suspected of being involved with the alleged criminal activity. Under the Zurcher standard, the only concern is that the evidence will in fact be in the place to be searched.However, Zurcher addressed the First Amendment concerns in searching a third party in a way that will compromise the First Amendment freedom of the press. This standard
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	C. The Seizure of Mere Evidence 
	Even if the evidence on social networking websites is not the fruit of a crime, the photographs, location check-ins, tags, and status updates may be sufficient to justify further investigation, arrest, or eventually conviction. In Warden v. Hayden, for example, the Supreme Court found that the right to seize evidence is not based on the Government’s property interest, but rather on the Government and the public’s interest in investigating and solving crime. That interest allows for the seizure of “mere evid
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	crime. Under the mere evidence standard, the Government is free to obtain all evidence of a crime. In the context of social networking, the Government may search websites like Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare in the hopes of learning more about the suspect’s whereabouts or actions. However, this also means that the Internet user who may not be the primary suspect may also be subject to search. Government officials may thus seize this evidence under the Zurcher principle that one may be searched even if the
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	D. Standing and Fourth Amendment Suppression Claims 
	In all Fourth Amendment cases, only the person with “standing,” i.e., the person with the reasonable expectation of privacy, may argue for the suppression of illegally obtained evidence. In the social networking context, who has the expectation of privacy—the user or the social networking website? If the Government searched social networking websites for your information, could you even present a claim to suppress that evidence? 
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	Under Rakas v. Illinois, the Supreme Court’s decision articulating Fourth Amendment standing, an individual has standing to argue for the suppression of unconstitutionally obtained evidence if she had a legitimate expectation of privacy in the place where the evidence was seized. As in Katz, the person challenging the lawfulness of the search must have a subjective expectation of privacy in the place that the search occurred. The person must also demonstrate that the expectation of privacy is one that socie
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	Therefore, a social networking website user may argue that she has an expectation of privacy in the information shared online, but it is also arguable that the social networking website holds the privacy interest. This is because the terms of use of these websites give the websites the rights to information posted online, and the social networking websites control any information searched by the Government on those websites. Thus, while social networking website users may want their information to remain pr
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	CONCLUSION 
	As social networking websites become more popular, the legal implications concerning those websites increase. While the Fourth Amendment protects against unreasonable searches and seizures, the Supreme Court will not afford protection to anything it does not consider to be a search. Facebook, Twitter, and Foursquare all provide great opportunities to connect with friends and create new relationships, but these opportunities may come at a price. The ordinary Internet user must consider the legal significance
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	Courts judge Fourth Amendment search claims by the Katz reasonable expectation of privacy standard, and this Note argues that social networking users cannot expect to maintain a reasonable expectation of privacy when they sign away their rights in privacy policies or post information for public consumption through their friends or any Internet viewers. The Fourth Amendment case law that has followed the Katz decision continues to use this framework, and many citizens have relinquished their privacy rights t
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	America may or may not be in the post-privacy era that Mark Zuckerberg describes. It is true that youth do not value privacy as much as their elders, but their feelings may change when they realize that their entire lives can be traced on the Internet. Lawmakers are becoming more aware of the legal significance of social networking, and recent developments in Internet privacy laws are a step in the right direction. However, the only sure protection is awareness of the information one posts online and the im
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